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May 8, 1992 
Clemson, South Carolina 
For your convenience , a First Aid station staffed by a Registered Nurse is located at Portal 0 . 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. In the event of activation 
as noted by sustained horns and flashing strobe lights - please proceed to the closest available 
exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
No smoking is permitted in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are 
provided around the outer concourse. 
Visitors are not permitted on the floor of the coliseum for photographic or other purposes. 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. Such 
expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully but urgently requested. 
11:00 a.m. 
Graduation 
Friday, May 8, 1992 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
Rabbi Jodi Futornick 
Congregation Beth Israel 
Greenville 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition of President's Award Recipients 
Address to Graduating Class 
Brigadier General (P) Paul E. Blackwell 
Commander, 2nd Armored Division, U. S. Army 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Max Lennon 
Welcome to New Alumni 
Donald E. Golightly 
Vice President, Alumni Association 
Benediction 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John H. Walker, University Marshal 
HONORARY DEGREE 
PAUL EUGENE BLACKWELL 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Paul Eugene Blackwell, who finished Clemson as a distinguished military graduate 
twenty-nine years ago, has risen to the rank of Brigadier General of the Army during 
an outstanding career which included a key command role in Operation Desert Shield 
and Desert Storm. 
A native South Carol inian born in York, General Blackwell has a long association 
with Clemson University, including a stint on the faculty of the Mil itary Science 
Department as Assistant Professor of Military Science (1970-73). For this he won 
national honors as an outstanding ROTC instructor. 
During the Persian Gulf War, General Blackwell was a commander of the 3rd Ar-
mored Division which led the attack of the coalition forces into Iraq. He was decorated 
for exemplary actions which were vital to the division during deployment from Europe, 
preparation for war, and victory over the Iraqi Republican Guard Corps. Last Sep-
tember he was the University's guest of honor at the homecoming game where all of 
America's Desert Storm soldiers were honored. 
His student career at Clemson began in 1959 when he enrolled as an undergrad-
uate after graduating with honor at York High School. He majored in Agricultural 
Education at Clemson while completing the Reserve Officers' Training Corps curricu-
lum. General Blackwell was awarded the Bachelor of Science degree with honors 
(1963) and was a distinguished military graduate, receiving his commission as a 
Second Lieutenant of Infantry. He remained at Clemson for two more years to earn 
his Master of Science degree in Horticulture and Agricultural Education (1965). He 
also has completed a number of important mi litary education courses and schools, 
culminating in graduation from the Army War College (1983). 
General Blackwell has held a wide variety of command and staff positions which 
have taken him to many states and foreign countries. Prior to his assignment in the 
Persian Gulf, he held a variety of important career-building assignments in the United 
States, Vietnam, and Germany. His present assignment is at Garlstedt, Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, as Commanding General of the 2nd Armored Division (Forward) and 
Commander, Bremerhaven Military Community. He will be promoted to Major General 
in June and assume command of the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Fort Stewart, 
Georgia. 
His many decorations include the Silver Star with one Oak Leaf Cluster, the 
Legion of Merit with one Oak Leaf Cluster, the Bronze Star with " V" Device and eight 
Oak Leaf Clusters, the Purple Heart, the Defense Meritorious Service Medal, the 
Meritorious Service Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters, the Air Medal with three Oak 
Leaf Clusters, the Army Commendation Medal with "V" Device and three Oak Leaf 
Clusters, the Army Achievement Medal, the National Defense Service Medal -and 
numerous foreign decorations for gallantry. 
He is married to the former Janet Glenn of York, and they have one son, Paul 
Eugene, Jr. 
General Blackwell 's contributions to the defense of his country and the achieve-
ments in his profession have brought great credit upon him and to his alma mater 
and are held in the highest regard by his fellow alumni and all South Carolinians. It 
is a privilege to honor him with the presentation of the honorary degree, Doctor of 
Laws. 
The President's Award 
PAGE MORTON HUNTER SALLY ABNEY ROSE 
PAGE MORTON HUNTER 
Mrs. Page Morton Hunter's lifelong caree.r of individual volunteerism and public 
service reflects significant personal commitment to the advancement of education and 
to the improvement of the human community. 
After earning degrees from Mercer and Emory universities, the Gray, Georgia, 
native advanced the Allied Cause during World War II by helping to establish libraries 
at United States Army and Air Force installations across the country. In 1943 she be-
came chief of libraries for the Third United States Air Force. 
Following the war, Mrs. Hunter lived in New York City, where she was involved in 
extensive volunteer work for her church and community and for the fledgling United 
Nations. She would meet arriving UN-delegation staff members from around the world 
and help them settle into their new surroundings. 
By 1973, Mrs. Hunter had returned to the South and become assistant director of 
the Athens, Georgia, Regional Library. It was during this period that she married the 
late Thomas Mitchell Hunter, a 1909 Clemson graduate and a distinguished engineer 
and inventor. Together the Hunters shared a suite at the Clemson House and great 
love for Clemson University. Evidence of this love includes The Hunter Endowed Chair 
of Bioengineering, The Hunter Honors Lecture Series, and The Page Morton Hunter 
Engineering Fellowship. 
Clemson is honored to count among its special friends Page Morton Hunter and, 
in recognition thereof, proudly presents to her The President's Award. 
SALLY ABNEY ROSE 
Mrs. Sally Abney Rose, daughter of the late John Pope and Susie Mathews Abney, 
has been a trustee of The Abney Foundation since it was founded by her mother in 
1957 and is the only surviving member of its original board. For several years she has 
been a Clemson neighbor, residing on the Clemson Highway near Anderson, and a 
supporter of numerous activities of the Clemson community. 
While Mrs. Rose is not a Clemson alumna (Converse College in Spartanburg has 
that honor), Clemson is proud to claim her as a member of our University family. As 
evidenced by her work with The Abney Foundation, one of Mrs. Rose's chief areas of 
interests is higher education. Clemson has been - and is - a primary beneficiary of 
this interest. With her wholehearted support, The Abney Foundation established The 
Abney Foundation Scholarship Fund at Clemson, with a total contribution to date of 
$1.45 million, and in 1981 the Foundation donated $1 million to the University to 
establish the Abney Chair of Free Enterprise. 
Mrs. Rose's interests have not been entirely focused on Clemson. Her benevo-
lence also has benefited her alma mater and many other schools at which The Abney 
Foundation provides scholarships. Further, many agencies in the health field, another 
of her prime interests, are indebted to her as well. 
In appreciation for her widespread interests and in particular her interest in 
Clemson, the University is honored to bestow The President's Award upon Sally Abney 
Rose. 
FRANK J. WIDEMAN, JR. 
FRANK J. WIDEMAN, JR. 
For more than two decades, Frank J. Wideman, Jr. has provided leadership in 
charitable causes and higher education throughout the Palmetto State. This is reflected 
by his active involvement in numerous civic endeavors and his distinguished tenure as 
Executive Vice President of The Self Foundation, long noted for its support of projects 
that advance the quality of life in South Carolina, particularly in the areas of higher 
education and health care. 
Mr. Wideman, a Floridian by birth, graduated from Episcopal High School in 
Virginia. He has a bachelor's degree from the University of North Carol ina and a law 
degree from the University of Florida. 
Upon returning from World War II as a first lieutenant in the United States Marine 
Corps, Mr. Wideman practiced law in Florida and the District of Columbia for 18 years. 
In 1969, he moved to his ancestral home near Brad ley, South Carol ina, and became a 
trust officer of South Carolina National Bank, serving Anderson, Greenwood and Aiken. 
Clemson has benefited greatly from Mr. Wideman's advice and assistance over 
the years. Most recently, he was instrumental in The Self Foundation's gifts for The 
Clemson University Student Center and The Multiuser Biotechnology Facil ity. 
For all he has done to improve the lives of South Carolinians and for his service 
to this university, Clemson presents with pleasure the 1992 President's Award to 
Frank J. Wideman, Jr. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman __________________________ Batesburg 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman __________________________ Sumter 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ------------------------------ Greenville 
w. G. Deschamps, Jr. ____________________________ Bishopville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. _________________________ Columbia 
Harold D. Kingsmore ---------------------------------- Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn ------------------------------------ Columbia 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. ----------------------------- Columbia 
Buck Mickel ------------------------------------- Greenville 
William J. Neely, Jr. --------------------------------- Taylors 
Philip H. Prince ------------------------------ Pawleys Island 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------- Greenville 
Allen P. Wood ------------------------------------- Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. --------------------------- Charleston 
William N. Geiger, Jr. ______ .__ _______________________ Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister ---------------------------------- Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ____________________________ Charleston 
James C. Self ----------------------------------- Greenwood 
D. Leslie Tindal ---------------------------------- Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. ------------------------------ Beaufort 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Max Lennon ______________________ President 
J. Charles Jennett _________________ Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Hugh J. Clausen __________________ Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
Milton B. Wise ____________________ Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 
David R. Larson __________________ Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell __________________ Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
G. Jay Gogue _____________________ Vice President for 
Research and Dean of the 
Graduate School 
Manning N. Lomax ________________ Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its mar-
shal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were estab-
lished by the American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College Colors Discipline 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic cos-
tumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelors' gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the univer-
sity's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' lar-
ger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the discipline is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that reg-
istered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military re-
galia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University marshal. Clad in 
a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
Its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the Presi-
dent into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close 
of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, 
the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic club-
like shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's pre-
history. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in 
gold and the University colors represented by insets of cornelian (orange) and 
amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and cornelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the 
late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late 
Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, 
Connie Floyd, the coat of arms represents the historic 
three-fold mission of this institution: teaching, research 
and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided 
into three parts. The bottom contains a series of open 
books representing the concept of teaching as the ba-
sis of the land-grant university. The white of the books 
and the purple of the background designate the teach-
ing mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets 
of calipers and wheat sheaves illustrating the measure-
ment system for research, as well as Clemson's tradi-
tion in agriculture and Extension. The three symbols -
the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also repre-
sent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange cen-
ter shield bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the 
abiding spirit of Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes 
Thomas Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become 
"the people's university" for South Carolinians. It rises 
from a band of purple, orange, white and gold. The 
outer pair of colors, purple and gold, are the official 
colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agronomy 
Ronald Eugene Chrestman Belen, MS 
B.S., Mississippi State Universtty; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Influence of Acremonium coenophialum on Preferential Grazing of Tall Fescue (Festuca arundinacea, 
Schreb.) by Beef Cattle (Bos taurus) 
Advisor: Dr. William C. Stringer 
Applied Economics 
Taufiq Choudhry-..,---,-~---,~----,---,-~-----------------Karachi, Pakistan 
B.S., Universtty of Iowa; M.A., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: Cointegration and the Long-Run Money Demand Function 
Advisor: Dr. Donald F. Gordon 
Entomology 
Kevin Michael Hoffman Bryan, OH 
B.S., Bowling Green State Universtty; M.S., The Ohio State Universtty 
Dissertation: Systematics of the Mantispinae (Neuroptera: Mantispidae) of North, Central, and South America 
Advisor: Dr. John C. Morse 
Food Technology 
Catherine Gail Nettles Simsbury, CT 
B.S., M.S., Universtty of Connecticut 
Dissertation: Purttication and amino acid composttion of the Lactobacillus acidophilus bacteriocin, lactacin B 
Advisor: Dr. Susan F. Barefoot 
Nutrition 
Nader Fotouhi~~----,----,---,---,-~----------------------Tehran, Iran 
B.S., M.S., Western Kentucky University 
Dissertation: Biohydrogenation of Fatty Acyl Amides by Ruminal Bacteria In Vivo and In Vttro 
Advisor: Dr. T. C. Jenkins 
Shabnam Sulaiman _____________________________ Bangalore, India 
B.S., M.S., Bangalore University 
Dissertation: Chicken Thymocytes; Model for lmmunotoxicological Studies 
Advisor: Dr. A. B. Bodine II 
Plant Physiology 
James William Thomas~-~~---,---------------------- Cedar Rapids, IA 
B.S., M.S., Kansas State Universtty 
Dissertation: Heme Metabolism in Higher Plants 
Advisors: Dr. Jon D. Weinstein 
Dr. Susan U. Wallace 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Robert Philip Franks. _____________________________ Belton, SC 
B.S., M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Work Adjustment and Job Satisfaction after Corporate 
Mergers: Some Human Resources Effects 
Advisor: Dr. AKred F. Newton 
Neil Justin Ogg ------,-----~~---,~-~~~--------------Knoxville, TN 
B.S., East Tennessee State Universtty; M.S., Universtty of Tennessee 
Dissertation: The Relationship of Selected Variables on Pest Control 
Operators' Compliance wtth Subterranean Terrntte Treatment Standards 
Advisor: Dr. D. Henry Pate 
Brenda Jumper Thames~~-~_,_=..,-=---,..,-~---,~--------------Anderson, SC 
B.S., Mississippi State Universtty; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Job Burnout: A Study of Expanded Food and Nutrition 
Education Program (EFNEP) Paraprofessionals in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. Lloyd Blanton 
Vocational and Technical Education (continued) 
William Franklin Tinder Anderson, IN 
B.A., Wofford College; M.B.A., George Washington University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Cooperative Education on the Career Maturtty and Sett-Esteem of Communttyrrechnical 
College Students 
Advisor: Dr. Attred F. Newton 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineeri ng 
Robert Michael Ryder~-,--~-~~~~-~-,-~-------------- Niagara Falls, NY 
B.S., M.S., State Univers~y of New York College at Buffalo 
Dissertation: An Object-Oriented, Knowledge-Based System for Cardiovascular Rehabilttation 
Advisor: Dr. R. Larry Dooley 
Ceramic Engineering 
Ray-Her Fan -~,,..- 7o--.,..,-.,.---,,---,..,.-,,,-,..,...,-...,,--,.-:.,--,---------------Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., National Cheng Kung Universtty; M.S., Universtty of Alaska 
Dissertation: Application of Rheological Models and Properties to Wet Ceramic Processes 
Advisor: Dr. H. David Leigh 
Stephanie Anne Wise West Columbia, SC 
B.S., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: YBa2Cu30?-x and Bio.sPbo.2SrCaCu20x Superconductive Fibers by the Piggyback Process 
Advisor: Dr. C. C. Fain 
Chemical Engineering 
Shien-Fu Wang~~-~~-~~~=---,-.,.--~---------------- Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan Universtty; M.S., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: Electrical Percolation Behavior of Particulate and Fibrous Composttes 
Advisor: Dr. A. A. Ogale 
Clvll Engineering 
Chou Fang Taipei, Taiwan 
B.E., M.E., Tarnkang Universtty 
Dissertation: The Effects of Random Roughness Element Height in Wind Tunnel Simulation for Low-Rise Buildings 
Advisor: Dr. Ben Sill 
Ammar Kaadan Aleppo, Syria 
B.S., Aleppo Unvierstty; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: The Static and Dynamic Characteristics of Very Flexible Cantilever Beams Under Zero Gravtty 
Advisor: Dr. Peter Sparks 
Electrical Engineering 
John Randall Cooper Greenville, SC 
B.S., Clemson Universtty; M.S., North Carolina State Universtty 
Dissertation: ldentttication of Two Stress-Induced Bulk Oxide Traps Near the Gate-Oxide and the Substrate/Oxide 
Interfaces of an MOS Capacttor 
Advisor: Dr. David J. Durnin 
Clifton Carthelle Courtney Columbia, SC 
B.S., M.S., Universtty of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Characterization of Microstrip Transmission Lines Coupled to Microstrip Dipole Arrays by the Modttied 
Diakoptic Theory 
Advisor: Dr. Chalmers Butler 
Shanmugalingam Easwaran Colombo, Sri Lanka 
B.S., University of Perdeniya Sri Lanka; M.S., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: Investigations on Discreet-Symbol Hidden-Markov Model Based Isolated-Word Speech Recognttion 
Advisor: Dr. John N. Gowdy 
Robert Andrew Lackman - .,...----- --------------------- Aberdeen, WA 
B.S., M.S., Washington State Universtty 
Dissertation: Nonstationary Analysis of Scheduling Bursty Real-Time and Non-Real-Time Traffic 
Advisor: Dr. J. D. Spragins 
Paul Douglas Mannikko Seattle, WA 
B.S., M.S., Washington State Universtty 
Dissertation: The Modified Diakoptic Theory for Slots Coupled to Strips and the Analysis of a Slotted Stripline 
Advisor: Dr. Chalmers Butler 
Electrlcal Engineering (continued) 
Whei-Ping Yeh __________________ _____ ________ Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., Chung Yuan Christian College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Congestion Control and Resource Management for Broadband Packet Networks 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Hammond 
Envlronmental Systems Engineering 
Eric James Wahlberg Wilbraham, MA 
B.S., University of Massachusetts; M.S., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: Activated Sludge Bioflocculation: Measurement, Influencing Factors, and Physical Enhancement 
Advisor: Dr. Thomas M. Keinath 
lndustrlal Engineering 
Hsing-Pei Kao~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~~---------------Taipei, Taiwan 
B.A., National Chengchi University; M.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: An Integrated Method for the Optimization of Multiple-Attribute Product Design 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Kimbler 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Forest Resources 
Wayne Y. Chao Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., M.S., Michigan Technological Universtty 
Dissertation: Adverse Effect of Air Pollutants on Wood Products and a Method for Preventing Resulting Degradation 
Advisor: Dr. David N. S. Hon 
James Rickie Davis:~-~~~~---~-~----------------- Jefferson, GA 
B.S., Universtty of Georgia; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Nesting and Brood Ecology of the Wild Turkey in the Mountains of Western North Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. David C. Guynn, Jr. 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry 
Kou-Cheng Peng Yangmei, Taiwan 
B.A., M.S., National Chung Hsing Universtty 
Dissertation: An Analytical Study of a Reversible Heterogeneous Associated in the Alternative Pathway of Complement: 
C3b and Factor B 
Advisor: Dr. James K. Zimmerman 
Juerg R. Straubhaar ____________________________ Thun, Switzerland 
M.S., Universtty of Berne 
Dissertation: Partial Purification of E. Coli Lysl-tRNA Synthetase 
Advisor: Dr. Richard H. Hilderman 
Chemistry 
Lihua Huang Clemson, SC 
B.S., Suzhou Silk Engineering lnstttute; M.S., China Textile University 
Dissertation: The Structural and Dynamic Studies of Glycoproteins and Organic-Arsenical Adducts by NMR Spectroscopy 
Advisor: Dr. Kilian Dill 
Baosheng Lee Taichung, Taiwan 
B.E., Chung Yuan Christian College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Synthetic and Structural Studies of the Organometallic Coordination Chemistry of Aluminum and Gallium 
Advisor: Dr. Gregory Robinson 
Barnabe Banani Miburo _ _______________ _ _______ ___ Gttega, Burundi 
M .S., Universtty of Kinshasa 
Dissertation: Reactions of Enaminoketones and Nttroolefins 
Advisor: Dr. John Huffman 
Kuan-Ting Wu Tuku Yunlin, China 
B.E., Tamkang Universtty 
Dissertation: Sol-Gel Reactions of Tttanium lsopropoxide: Particle and Polymer Colloid Growth Rates and Structures and 
Formation of Tttania Thin-Film Coatings 
Advisor: Dr. H. Garth Spencer 
Mathematical Sciences 
Michael Thomas Grabbe.,---c-.,-----,---~c--=-""77-,--------,c--~--,-----------------Stullgart, AR 
B.S., United States Naval Academy; M.S., University of Arkansas 
Dissertation: Optimal and Robust Control of Robot Manipulators 
Advisors : Dr. Robert E. Fennell 
Dr. Darin M. Dawson 
Aniket Majurndar ~-~~~~~.,----,---~.,-----,--~~---------------Calcutta, India 
B.S.C .• St. Xaviers College; M.S., University of North Carolina; 
M.S., University of Waterloo; M.S., Indian State Institute 
Dissertation: Neighborhood Hypergraphs: A Framework for Covering and Packing 
Advisors : Dr. Renu Laskar 
Dr. S. T. Hedetniemi 
Zoology 
Edward Ernest Robertson Toms River, NJ 
B.A., Drew University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Nature of Nepheloid Layers and their Influence on the Manganese Cycling and Toxicology in Oscillatoria 
(Cyanobacteria) in Lakes 
Advisor: Dr. James E. Schindler 
Debbie Montgomery Swttt Pendleton, SC 
B.S., The University of Alabama; M.S., University of South Alabama 
Dissertation: Extraction and Characterization of the Organic Matrix Materials Associated with the Frustules of the Diatom 
Cyclotella meneghiniana 
Advisor: Dr. A. P. Wheeler 
Stacey Elizabeth Wild New Orleans, LA 
B.S., Louisiana Tech University 
Dissertation: Enzymatic Evolution as Measured by Studies of the Alpha-Amylase Gene-Enzyme System of Livebearing 
Fishes (Poeciliidae) 
Advisor: Dr. Darrell G. Yardley 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Susan Katrina Claxton -------- Kite, GA Margaret Jean Hughes _______ Newberry, SC 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
Jerrold Thomas Moody Eustis, FL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
David Ekwee Ethuro _______ Lodwar, Kenya Dekha Sheikh _________ Garissa, Kenya 
Animal and Food Industries 
Patrick David Burns ________ Six Mile, SC Terry Lee Troutt _________ Satanta, KS 
Animal Physiology 
Bernard Joseph Senn ___ Floyd Knobs, IN 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wlldllfe Biology 
Stephen David Kartalia ___ Pendleton, SC 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jeremy Andrew Buck ________ Minoa, NY Sharon Lee Osowski ________ El Paso, TX 
Barry Lee Forsythe II Bluford, IL 
Horticulture 
Jodie Lynn Benson __ Mechanicsburg, PA 
Nutrition 
Su-Jeng Lin ______ Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Thomas Anthony Baker-,------ San Antonio, TX Robert Lee Lipka,_--------~ Whitehall, Ml 
Jerome John Sankovich, Jr. St. Marys, PA Alexander Marlin Long Clearwater, FL 
Anne Barry Caborn Greenville, SC Kurt Albert Lundgren Pittsburgh, PA 
Marco Carlevaris Ontario, Canada William Wesley Lyles IV Clemson, SC 
Robert Craig Cox North Augusta, SC James William McGlade Omaha, NE 
Matthew Jamison Davis Columbia, SC Matthew Dale Par1<er Taylors, SC 
Michael David Edison Hockessin, DE Michael Revels Sherburne Jacksonville, FL 
Jeffery Glen Ford Continental, OH Wade Robert Squiers Mt. Vernon, IA 
Robert William Heffner Charlotte, NC Amy Kay Stubbs Easley, SC 
Kristie Kay Holden Gainesville, FL David Sutherland Ware Atlanta, GA 
Brentwood Philip Jolley Burlington, Ontario 
MASTER OF CITY AND 
James Darryl Byrd ________ Hampton, VA 
Jamie Christopher Gilbert Baltimore, MD 
Richard Given Griffin Asheville, NC 
Tammie Jill Heard Anderson, SC 
Langford Doster Holbrook Athens, GA 
Edward Hutchinson Whttesburg, TN 
David William Jones Manassas, VA 
Kara Lynn Kerr Aliquippa, PA 
Robert Alan LeClair Cleburne, TX 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION 
Nathan Robert Cecil _______ _,Sugar Ttt, SC 
David W. Goodloe Huntsville, AL 
Dossie Eugene Johnson 11 Pendleton, SC 
REGIONAL PLANNING 
Maurice Lynn McKenzie ______ Asheboro, NC 
Mohamad Muljadi Moehsin Indonesia 
Anupam Mukherjee Calcutta, India 
Jack Everett Plunk Bay Springs, Ml 
Christopher John Rozakos Anderson, SC 
Michael Richard Tardiff Keene, NH 
Willie Christopher Taylor Miami, FL 
Eric Randolph Womack Monroe, LA 
SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Ossama Mohamed Abdel-Monem Salem 
------------- Alexandria, Eqypt 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Linda Sue Buchanan ___ Cumiberland, MD 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Geoffrey Scott Aucoin Greenville, SC 
Dateria Leigh Baker Inman. SC 
Cleveland Clay Beaufort Huger. SC 
Rene Reeves Bennett Clemson. SC 
Yutaka Kodama ________ Hiroshima. Japan 
Adrian Christopher Kress Greenville. SC 
Sarruel Martin Lowry Laurens. SC 
James Charles Maguire Ill Denver. CO 
Gregory Gordon Benson Anderson. SC 
Harold Lewis Benton. Jr. Inman. SC 
Todd Workman Marchand Clinton. KY 
Steven Scott McDowell Simpsonville. SC 
Janice Forest Brooks Greer. SC Shobhit Mehrotra Kanpur. India 
Maria Louise Bullard Fayetteville. NC Janet Powell Merritt Taylors. SC 
David Lee Burge Greenville. SC Mary Malinda Milam Sandy Springs. SC 
Gerald Arthur Burns. Jr. Buffalo, NY Susan Elaine Moore Sumter. SC 
Lynnda Joy Campbell Greenwood. SC Kenneth Herbert Nash Fountain Inn. SC 
John Richard Cauthen. Jr. Greenville, SC Vance Johnson Norton Greenville, SC 
Steven Earl Davis Greenville. SC Marianna Nash Nowell Fountain Inn. SC 
Sean Stephen Devine Simpsonville, SC Gerald Gerard Pearson Sumter. SC 
Howard Wayne Dickinson Central. SC Wanda Jean Peery Mauldin. SC 
David Edward Duckworth Weaverville, NC James Enoch Porter Greenville, SC 
Robert Edward Dye, Jr. Easley, SC Brenda Elaine Reid Anderson. SC 
Prescott Colvin Ensign Durham. NH Donna Ruello Samolyk New Orleans. LA 
Daniel John Fahey Pickens, SC Steven Matthew Schupak Irvine. CA 
Max Edison Folmer Greenville, SC Michael Dantzler Spiers Cameron. SC 
David Eugene Gable Simpsonville, SC Robert L. Sutton Greenville, SC 
David Weldon Gantt Greenville, SC Teresa Sifford Tinsley Greenville, SC 
Geetha Raghavan Gomatam Bangalore, India Louie Dale Tucker Easley, SC 
Kara Rae Goodwin Charleston. SC Hikmet Kaan Tulbentci Istanbul. Turkey 
James Patrick Gotham Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml Deborah Hinton Whatley Simpsonville, SC 
Catherine Elizabeth Griswold Indian Land. SC Amoret Beth Winstead Greenville, SC 
Robert Theodore Hackl Greenville. SC Joseph Henry Wooten Taylors. SC 
Wayne Carroll Hendrix Spartanburg, SC C. Richard Wyatt Spartanburg. SC 
Tamara Lynn Johnston Greer. SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Lonnie Wade Bruce ____ ___ ~-- Iva. SC William Shawn Smtth _ ___ ___ Norwood. PA 
Scott Franklin Case Greenville, SC Robin Jamerson Stack Easley, SC 
Rtta Matheson Davis Belton. SC Mark Jonathon Swanson Greenville, SC 
Charles Lee Kuykendall Anderson. SC Teresa Brown Taylor Anderson. SC 
Bih-Ru Lea Tiana. Taiwan Remarque Andre Young Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Michael Andrew Dickson ----~~- Exeter. NH Sujay Sahu ____________ Ames. IA 
Shahriar Hasan Dhaka. Bangladesh Craig L. Stroup Bozeman. MT 
Craig Steven Rainey Wanaque. NJ 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
lndustrlal Management 
Zafer Kamil Berkman ______ Istanbul, Turkey 
Jonathan Dean Griffin Gray Court. SC 
Shankar Sengupta ________ Calcutta. India 
Randall Roy Shirley Columbia, SC 
William Fritz Mays. Jr. Dover. DE Richard Smith. Jr. Columbia, SC 
Steven Paul Naldi Wethersfield, CT Meltem Tarhan Istanbul. Turkey 
Michael Keith Purcell Groton. CT Zhenfeng Zhang Shanghai. China 
Textlle Chemistry 
James Hunter Moreland _ _ Simpsonville, SC 
Textlle Science 
Dina Zeynep Topbas ___ Cannes. France 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Sharron Oates Blackwell, _ _ ____ Greenville, SC 
Thomas Russell Chambers Pelzer, SC 
James Saxon Ouzts _ _ _____ ~ Belton, SC 
Joel Lamar Scott Elberton, GA 
Joseph Paul Emanuele Hartwell, GA 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Johna Staggs Finley --- --- =-Laurens, SC Hope Cauthen Lothridge _____ Simpsonville, SC 
James Darrell Horton Blythewood, SC Eric William Young Chittenango, NY 
Counsellng and Guidance Services 
Brenda Barker Anderson ____ _ Greenwood, SC Danny Arthur Mize _ _______ Anderson, SC 
Mimi Marie Baumgardner Clemson, SC Winona Murray Greenwood, SC 
Mary Jayne Burr Cheraw, SC Lillian Nimmons Rochester Walhalla, SC 
Sherry Lynette Caldwell Greenwood, SC Katherine Marie Scully Seneca, SC 
Rachel Jerrell Campbell Clemson, SC Peter Landon Shinnick Clemson, SC 
Reba Nanette Culbertson Greenville, SC Christian Elizabeth Singleton Walhalla, SC 
Don Klyce Foster Greenville, SC Catherine Rose Small Greenville, SC 
Cynthia Denise Godwin Fountain Inn, SC Kimberly Yvette Smtth Greenville, SC 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon Rome, GA Lou Ellen Strock Greenwood, SC 
Dorian Elizabeth Kierce Anderson, SC Kelly Cox Turner Easley, SC 
Johnny Duff McConnell Seneca, SC 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Johnson Holland _____ Greenwood, SC Nancy Graham Riggin _ _ _ ____ Newberry, SC 
Mary Helen Jones Duluth, GA Lisa Clary Smtth Saluda, SC 
Lana Lowe Major Honea Path, SC 
Betsey Cox Matheny Anderson, SC 
Mary Miller Suber Newberry, SC 
Kathy Morton Wilson Pendleton, SC 
Kimberly Anne McGaha Gaffney, SC Candice James Wynn Easley, SC 
Reading 
Phyllis Humbard Beveliaque ______ Taylors, SC Gloria Bell Com _________ Clemson, SC 
Secondary 
Lora Wenger Finch ,----- ---- Taylors, SC 
Terri LaShawn Kenely Sumter, SC 
Carolyn Payne Lyon Stone Mountain, GA 
Education 
Angela Marie Southerland _____ Greenwood, SC 
Ashley Ann Wasson Laurens, SC 
Speclal Education 
Carolyn Crawford Gravlee ______ Greenville, SC Pamela Lynne Lorentz _______ Taylors, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Terence Mustafa Hassan _____ Pendleton, SC Lisa Belue Wilson _ _______ Mauldin, SC·. 
Kay Willis Johnson Honea Path, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Cora Sullivan Collins ___ __ ~~ Walhalla, SC Emily Cromer Land ________ .Seneca, SC 
Lori Joe Hughes Westminster, SC Douglas Mark Mason Seneca, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Clvll Engineering 
Timothy Warren Jessup _____ Pilot Mountain, NC Jackie Thomas Rogers ______ Woodruff, SC 
Electrlcal Engineering 
Anthony Charles Boucher _____ Westford, MA 
Christopher Lewis Camacho Nichols Hills, OK 
Richard Lee Mack _______ Bedminster, NJ 
James Gerard Ray Graham, NC 
Gary Carlos Crain Allentown, PA Todd Alan Rhodes Tempe, AZ. 
Richard Alan Hagan Reading, PA 
Envlronmental Systems Engineering 
Hanneke Francisca Ockeloen ___ Georgetown, KY William S. Wtttek _______ Cranberry Lake, NY 
Mechanlcal Engineering 
Shlomo Avigdor Kanniel, Israel 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Kenneth David Casey _ ___ Queensland, Australia Thomas David Vander Weide __ San Luis Obispo, CA 
Bioengineering 
Michael Joseph Carr _ _____ Contoocook, NH Charles Dean Preston II - ------=Midland, TX 
Russell Albert Johnson Clinton, IA Jonelle Marie Rogers Piedmont, SC 
Lee Anne Mein Walled Lake, Ml Dawn Marie Tramaglini N. Tarrytown, NY 
William Henry Nau, Jr. Richmond, VA Philip Francis Williams Ill Hopkinton, MA 
Ceramic Engineering 
James Richard Neely Naperville, IL 
Chemical Engineering 
Randall Ray Bridgeman _______ Kokomo, IN Robert Louis Stevenson ______ St. Louis, MO 
Clvll Engineering 
Yong Bai __ ~-------- Shanghai, China Roger Brian Phillips ....,-,------=-Greenville, SC 
Paul Terrence Bryant Spartanburg, SC William Theodore Robinson St. Matthews, SC 
Michael John Jasenak Mansfield, OH Ekaterini Eleni Vassiliadou Clemson, SC 
William Thomas Mttchell Laurens, SC Krishnarjun Vuttaluru Clemson, SC 
Ramesh Neralla Hyderabad, India 
Computer 
Richard Andrew Champeaux ___ ...,..Chelmsford, MA 
Christoph Bruno Herwig Aachen, Germany 
Durga Rani Koganti Hyderabad, India 
Electrical 
Cynthia Elaine Bagwell~----~Tallahassee, FL 
Matthew William Kunkel Simpsonville, SC 
Hsiaoming Liu Fuzhou, China 
William Michael Reddick Atlantic Beach, FL 
Steven Paul Selby North Augusta, SC 
Engineering 
Rakesh Gordhan Patel ________ Durham, NC 
Stephen Bruce Rogers Odessa, TX 
David Alan Williams Van Wyck, SC 
Engineering 
Hokun Sewell ---~-----Goose Creek, SC 
Suresh Shanmugasundaram Madras, India 
Liying Shen Beijing, China 
Joseph Jarrald Woodcock Ill Gaffney, SC 
Haiyang Zhang Beijing, China 
Engineering Mechanics 
Stephane Serge Pageau _____ Angers , France Sundar Srinivasan _________ Madras, India 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Sountharanayagam Amalan ____ Kandy, Sri Lanka Kelvin Jevon Montague ______ ~Hartsville, SC 
Richard Michael D'Amato II Williamsville, NY Sanjay Anil Patwardhan Bombay, India 
Jeffrey Adams Friend Seneca, SC Stefanie Gail Pucko Miami, FL 
Randy Alan Gibson Seneca, SC Mary Katherine Rhoads New York, NY 
Wayne Houston Jenkins Geneva, AL Dale Gibson Yakin Greenville, SC 
Kenneth Alan Lauber Winston-Salem, NC 
Industrial Engineering 
Vijay Chachra. __________ Clemson, SC 
Hsi-Jung Chang Clemson, SC 
Raman Makkar~~ _______ New Delhi, India 
Bryan Allen Sudduth Greer, SC 
Haluk Hizlan Izmir, Turkey 
Mechanical Engineering 
William Berdell Barlage Ill Central, SC Madhusudan S. Nagaraja Bangalore, India 
John Eric Bowman Rowesville, SC James William Post II Lexington, VA 
David Fuller Coffey Liberty, KY Mukund Rajagopalan Neyveli, India 
Chandrasekhar Jalluri Hyderabad, India Ramkumar Venkata Rayapureddy __ Hyderabad, India 
Srinivasa Raghavan Krishnan Bangalore, India Yezdi Navroze Soonavala Poona, India 
Tsai-Yung Lin Taipei, Taiwan Murali Krishna Sreeramagiri Clemson, SC 
Joseph Benjamin Long Simpsonville, SC Srinivas Tangrila Hyderabad, India 
Hongrong Mo Clemson, SC Philippe Guy Thomas Monce En Belin, France 
Jagan Mohan Reddy Mummadi ___ Hyderabad, India Umashankar Venkatesan Central , SC 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
James Wesley Dickson Black Earth, WI Charles Dale Egbert ________ Lucasville, OH 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Sevil F. Sonmez Istanbul, Turkey 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resources 
Haven Roy Barnhill _______ Columbia, SC MarY Melissa McCollum _____ Universal City, TX 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Engllsh 
Bronson Bernard Beisel _ ____ ~_Mobile, AL Kellie Dawn Swafford _______ Cleveland, TN 
Edward Gerald Golubski Greenwood, SC Sandra Erelene Tinsley Anderson, SC 
Harriet Ruth Shealy Si"1)sonville, SC 
History 
Lorri Mellta Glover _____ Lexington, AL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applled Psychology 
Melissa Catherine Adcock _____ Greenville, SC Tonya Michelle Knight _______ Abbeville, SC 
Ann Smijh Bolding Birmingham, AL Steven Couch Miller Pembroke, VA 
Amy Ruth Dickerson Danville, PA Cynthia Marie Peto St. John, IN 
Kristin Marie Fjelde Galena, IL Terri Leigh Thomas Slidell , LA 
Samuel Blair Guza Abingdon, VA Rodney Adrian Wilkes Winnsboro, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Martha Justus Stubbs ____ _ Hendersonville, NC Kimberly Pribula Williams ______ Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
Chandra S. Krishnan Madras, India 
Chemistry 
Rohan Vilas Mendonca ______ Bombay, India Yuh-Jiuan Vivian Wu ______ Hsinchu, Taiwan 
Uan-Kang Tan Taipei, Taiwan Jin Zhao Shanghai, China 
Computer 
P. S. Aravind~-~------~Madras, India 
Ravibabu Boddapati Hyderabad, India 
Elvis Gasparini Umag, Croatia 
James Monroe Hanks Elkin, NC 
Pradeep D. lnamdar Pune, India 
Science 
Mario Ling _~ _______ Santa Cruz, Bolivia 
David Lyman Pressley Greenwood, SC 
Chelan B. Sehgal New Delhi, India 
Suman! Shrivastava New Delhi, India 
Mathematica! Sciences 
Davy Lee Bannister ___ ____ ~ Belton, SC Kevin Michael Hollar~-----~Warrenton , VA 
Laurel Louise Carpenter Ridgecrest, CA Jennifer Lynne Matthews Orchard Park, NY 
Marsha Elaine Craig Wilson, NC Susan Reinhart Patterson Greenwood, SC 
James Edward Dawsey, Jr. McClellanville, SC Michael Ray Wilson Myrtle Creek, OR 
Mlcroblology 
Kurt Alan Gustafson Rock Hill, SC 
Physics 
Michael Joseph Carter ______ Spartanburg, SC Matthew Jack Freeman. _ ______ Clemson, SC 
Kalpak Arvind Dighe Bombay, India 
Zoology 
Katherine Alexandra Luhring __ Boulder, CO 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agrlcultural and 
Darren James Bouknight -----~- Irmo, SC 
Jennifer Sue Butler Gainesville, FL 
•Jacqueline Elizabeth Eaddy Lexington, SC 
Donald Novis Evans, Jr. Augusta, GA 
Naftal Orare Gichaba Nairobi, Kenya 
Applled Economics 
Russell Wayne Jackson _____ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Todd Perrin Lawrence Greenwood, SC 
Patrick Edward Settle Inman, SC 
Barry Anthony Wilson, Jr. Bamberg, SC 
Agricultural Educatlcn 
Donald Wayne Barrett _______ Walhalla, SC Jack Glennon Sandifer, Jr. ______ ,Blackville, SC 
Heather Kristine Ramey Walhalla, SC Robert Kyle Stephens Walhalla, SC 
Agrlcultural Mechanization and Business 
Matthew Allen Abbott ______ ~ Walhalla, SC Dwight Allen Rainwater _______ Roebuck, SC 
Cecil Lorraine Josey, Jr. Lynchburg, SC 
Agronomy 
••Jeffrey David Grant ______ Kernersville, NC Ralph Dennis Johnson. _____ Galivants Ferry, SC 
Animal Industries 
Bethany Marie Altman ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Michael Thomas Bailey Mahtomedi, MN 
John Wilson Mayfield ______ ___,~Gaffney, SC 
Nannette Rachel Moore Charleston, SC 
Robert Joseph Bodine, Jr. Velva, ND 
Chad Stacy Burton Westminster, SC 
Nancy Temple Moses Atlanta, GA 
Angela Marie Nichols Saluda, SC 
David McDowell Douglas, Jr. Winnsboro, SC William Magill Owens, Jr. St. George, SC 
'Leigh Ann Furtick Sandy Run, SC Debra Dowd Robbins Simpsonville, SC 
Christina Lynn Griffin West Columbia, SC French McKinley Smith Ill Mullins, SC 
Allison Christine Jones Columbia, SC •Jeffrey Dale Swartz Wagener, SC 
Charles Irvin Kelly Carlisle, SC Brian Charles Tippett Walhalla, SC 
Herbert Daniel Lutz, Jr. Chester, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wlldllfe Biology 
Edison Richard Edwards _____ -,---Taylors, SC •0orothy Lyn Mcfalls ______ Summerville, SC 
Rodney Lee Fleming Jonesville, SC Wayne D. Ramey, Jr. Westminster, SC 
Food Science 
Chad Bryant Clardy -------~Liberty, SC t'Hilary Este Shallo ________ Vienna, VA 
Dana Lynn Johnson Florence, SC Lance Triplett Towery Sumter, SC 
Horticulture 
Colleen Mary Caldwell ______ Annapolis, MD Freddie Clinton Waltz, Jr. _______ Tifton, GA 
Melissa Robin Gower Roswell, GA Theodore J. Zee Glassboro, NJ 
Robert Earle Mottern Ill Mullins, SC 
Packaging 
"Emily Caroline Coleman ______ Beaufort, SC 
Science 
•"Hollace Leigh Morris _____ Spartanburg, SC 
•Heather Dawn Fox Newark, DE Heather Ann Ziegler Wytheville, VA 
Michael Louis Iannelli II Cranford, NJ 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
'Kevin Eric Bingenheimer ___ West Columbia, SC Bradley Allison Hughes ______ Greenville, SC 
Daniel Oliver Clark Greensboro, NC Harold Wayne Reynolds, Jr. Effingham, SC 
Brian Michael Collis Caldwell, NJ 'Robin W. Roberts Pawleys Island, SC 
t' Jonathan Spencer Dixon Trujillo, Peru George Jacob Schafer Davidsonville, MD 
Patricia Helene Frazier Peachtree City, GA 
BACHELOR OF 
Bonnie Lynn Berg~------ Lynchburg, VA 
'Melanie Suzanne Case Anderson, SC 
Wende Denise Howe Rock Hill, SC 
Urica Ludmilla Pope Andrews, SC 
FINE ARTS 
Corinne Denise Sigismund _____ ~Tampa, FL 
Jennifer Lynn Todd Greenville, SC 
James Samuel York Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Michael Winfield Barker ______ Alpharetta, GA Robert Adam Hofmann ____ __ Middletown, NJ 
James Leonard Britton II Chester, SC Charles Shelton Jackson Clemson, SC 
Leonard John Bullard Fripp Island, SC David Truett Lewis Moncks Corner, SC 
Scott Robert Eyester Middletown, NJ Jon Michael Musselman Summerville, SC 
Curtis Alan Gambrell North Augusta, SC Kenneth William Ralsten Trumbull, CT 
Kenneth Grant Garner Union, SC Joseph Austin Simmons Huntington, WV 
Oakley James Gentry Remsenburg, NY Michael Joseph Standing Virginia Beach, VA 
Design 
David Eugene Anderson ------~- lnno, SC Joan Emily Johnson _ _____ Jacksonboro, SC 
Carissa Kate Audi Dearborn, Ml Lee Alice Johnson Auburn, AL 
t•Dawn Michele Bennett Hickory, NC William Daryl Johnson Lyman, SC 
t•Peter Doyle Copes George Dean Blake Richard Damon Kemp Orange Park, FL 
-=--,-=---,-,,,-,-c----- -- Charleston, SC Scott Jeffry Lahr Greensboro, NC 
•steven Paul Blashfield Gainesville, FL Antonio Thymie Lallo Charleston, SC 
t• James Francis Bohrer Jamesburg, NJ David Taylor Lawson Charlotte, NC 
Scotty Lynn Crimminger Fort Mill, SC Christopher Paul Lopez East Rochester, NY 
•usa Marie Cusclto Tinton Falls, NJ Stewart Alan Marshall Providence, RI 
•Kevin Neal Davis Hartsville, SC Stacy Lee McCall Greenville, SC 
•samuel Joseph DeSollar Sumter, SC Eric Wesley McDaniel Greenville, SC 
.. Kirk Osborne Dunn Gainesville, FL Wendi Corinne Melsheimer Seneca, SC 
Christopher Scott Ferger Pasadena, MD Chloe Shana Mercer Simpsonville, SC 
•Matthew Craig Ferreira Charleston, SC Sidney Allen Mullins Conway, SC 
Ann Elizabeth Fraser Gastonia, NC Diane Elizabeth Oatman Elkton, MD 
•Tania Ann Georgiou Sanford, NC Stanley Joseph O'Brien, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Charles Anton Goessel, Jr. Marlton, NJ Jennifer Lynn Owens Georgetown, SC 
t•Trevor Milton Grady Greensboro, NC William Darin Robinson Lancaster, SC 
Lisa Michelle Graf North Augusta, SC Kelly Ann Schlieper Allendale, NJ 
David Eugene Hardy Powdersville, SC Charles Walton Tilley Denmark, SC 
t•Fulton Leroy Harley Ill Saluda, SC .. Jessica Leigh Trone Rock Hill, SC 
Jason Michael Hayburn Newark, DE Nicholas Joseph Vance Timonium, MD 
Jennifer Lynn Heffernan ___ Stone Mountain, GA .. Jody Andrew Waites Rock Hill, SC 
Corey Hilton Charleston, SC t•Michael David Waugh Pickens, SC 
Craig Vincent Hughes Annandale, VA George Ronald Wertz, Jr. lnno, SC 
• Jennffer Joann Hyder Hendersonville, NC 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Michelle Denise Bunch Hanahan, SC Brian J. Richard --------~-Brewster, MA 
Amy Carol Holliday Atlanta, GA Michel Alexandre Roy Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Nicklas John Johansson _ __ Golhenburg, Sweden Paige Elizabeth Steen Bethany Beach, DE 
... Karen Michelle Lemons Martinsville, VA Cameron Parnell Turner Greenville, SC 
John Hamilton McGarity Ill York, SC Candace Deanne Turner Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Heather Elizabeth Anderson ------=Aiken, SC Rodney Maurice Green _ _____ Charleston, SC 
Loree Kay Babb Taylors, SC Rachel Denise Guffey Greenville, SC 
Joel Everett Belsito Tolland, CT Kevin Edwards Hair Batesburg, SC 
David Douglas Brauer Anchorage, AL •Amanda Terece Hallman Florence, SC 
Trey Allen Breault Pensacola, FL Toni Johns Hardy Anderson, SC 
Andrew Stewarl Burger West Chester, PA Kevin Copeland Horres James Island, SC 
Brian Palrick Clark Montville, NJ ••Jill Ann Howell Hudson, MA 
Susan Louise Clark Summerville, SC •Amy Lynn Hulsey Gainesville, GA 
Michael Todd Cramer Knoxville, TN Dana Leigh Jackson Greenwood, SC 
Arlene Hara Cruz Havelock, NC t• .. steven Frederick Jerman Riverdale, GA 
Jeffrey Scott Daskal Potomac, MD Bonnie Jean Lightweis Seneca, SC 
Sylvia Tolbert Davis Greenville, SC Keith Thomas Littrell Venice, FL 
Deanna Dickerson Halll>tOn Bays, NY Lawrence Bradley Livingston Swansea, SC 
•Laureen Deirdre Dunlavey Columbia, MD Charles Wayne Lowe Anderson, SC 
Dean Bradford Dunton Hartsville, SC •Ana Luisa Mallo West Palm Beach, FL 
Brian Lee Elrod Piedmont, SC •William Ray Massey Aiken, SC 
Kelly Jean Fanning Taylors, SC Lisa Diane Maurer Rockville, MD 
Julia Helen Fredrick Ellicott City, MD •Rhonda Anne Mccraw Spartanburg, SC 
'Aimee Christine Gamer Gaithersburg, MD .. Lenora Loraine McDaniel Tallahassee, FL 
James Britton Gough Chester, SC Michael Gerard McGovern Wagener, SC 
Accounting (continued) 
•Kelli Renee McQuage ______ Columbia, SC Michael D. Shavo Latham, NY 
James Mark Miller Ill Walterboro, SC •Thomas John Simon, Jr. Arlington, VA 
Malynda Byrd Mills Lexington, SC .. Jenntter Lynn Smtth Lenoir, NC 
Shannon Nicole Stone Union, SC 
Suzanne Marie Szatny Anderson, SC 
George William Murphy, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Alyssa Musto Florence, SC 
Lori Ann Myers Summerville, SC Shawn Alan Talley Port Charlotte, FL 
Thomas Mathew Nanar Dunwoody, GA Elizabeth Anne Verhoeven Lafayette, IN 
... Leslie Anne Neall Ocean Ctty, NJ Teresa Ann Vinson Pelzer, SC 
Jill Corley Parker Greenville, SC •stephanie Desiree Visceglia Ringwood, NJ 
Mark William Partin Conway, SC Stacey Jo Wade Apalachin, NY 
Michael Delaney Patterson Clearwater, FL Yolanda Dawn Wardlaw Anderson, SC 
Randelle Lee Rau Virginia Beach, VA Kanyon Kyle West Seneca, SC 
.. Whitney Lynn Ritter Knoxville, TN Stacy Anne Wilson Carlisle, PA 
Hannah Lou Ross Kingsport, TN Carrie Dawn Wttowski Rogersville, TN 
Doris Renee Rowland Anderson, SC Stephen Douglass Zimmerman_Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
Markus Ueli Schmid Spartanburg, SC 
Economics 
t"Robert Bradley Best ______ Gatthersburg, MD Cassandra Aileen Maloney ______ Clemson, SC 
James E. Byers, Jr. Cowpens, SC Elise Kelly McGee Seneca, SC 
David Chimer Cooke, Jr. Arlington, VA Melissa Beatrice Miller Laurel, MD 
Frank DeMiro North Caldwell, NJ Richard Neely Miller Charlotte, NC 
Clifton Ashley Green Myrtle Beach, SC Reza Ali Mirza Pakistan 
Jeffery Wayne Henrie Marion, NY James Aloysius Murphy Oak Ridge, TN 
Marvin Michael Kerl Springfield, VA Paul Earl Shuey, Jr. Birdsboro, PA 
Scott Anthony Lanza Boca Raton, FL Geralyn Marie Sullivan Lake Hopatcong, NJ 
Leigh Britt Lunceford Greenville, SC Brian Lane Waldrop Greenville, SC 
Allison Sabrina Mabry Greer, SC David Sanford Wyatt Greenville, SC 
Financial Management 
Charles Henry Albertson Easley, SC Lauren Michele Kulis New Fair1ield, CT 
James Frederick Anderson St. Louis, MO Leah Lasley Ltttle Rock, AR 
·Jonathan Clark Anderson Anderson, SC Helgi Thor Leja Keflavik, Iceland 
Todd Edward Bailey Pittsburgh, PA Steven Scott Lent Cincinnati, OH 
Tiffany Anne Batson Greenville, SC Jaime Scott Leonti Clemson, SC 
Bradford William Beck Pittsburgh, PA Virginia Lynn Livingston Charlotte, NC 
James Tracer Daniel Belcher Venice, FL •Brett Shannon Loadholt Fairlax, SC 
Charles Eric Bolding Liberty, SC Robert Darrin Love Spartanburg, SC 
Catherine Mary Brown Batesburg, SC •Gregory John Lupinski Longwood, FL 
Erick Wesley Brown Greensboro, NC Gregg Anthony Malphrus Ridgeland, SC 
... Kttty Lee Bukovac Chester, SC t•Edward Middleton Manigault Cincinnati, OH 
Jerry Everette Byrd II North Myrtle Beach, SC t .. Andrew James Marino Greenwood, IN 
Christy Arlene Christensen __ Hilton Head Island, SC Jenntter Lemore Matthews Manassas, VA 
John Kevin Clamp Anderson, SC Beechard C. McConnell Ill Anderson, SC 
Anthony Grant Cook Walterboro, SC t•chad Alan McGowan Columbia, SC 
Christopher Kevin Crout Isle of Palms, SC John Michael McKenzie Clemson, SC 
John Ketth Crowley Hartsville, SC Victor Grainger McKoy, Jr. Stateburg, SC 
•Michael Anthony DeMino Silver Spring, MD James Arlin Mclees Greenville, SC 
Olvin Brooks Drayton Ill Columbia, SC Matthew Todd Miller Westfield, NJ 
Mark Holmes Earnhart Lugoff, SC Curtis Wayne Moore Salisbury, NC 
Jamile James Francis Ill Greenville, SC Emily Elizabeth Moorman Deland, FL 
William Edward Frank Port St. Lucie, FL Stacy James Morrison Anderson, SC 
Robert Harrison Freedman II Ormond Beach, FL 
Lisa Renee Freeze --- Gastonia, NC 
Tarsha La'Shun Moye Eastover, SC 
.. Mark David Mull Anderson, SC 
Amy Teresa Garey Mahwah, NJ Harry Matthew Neal Hamden, CT 
t .. Thomas Keith Glenn Clover, SC Lori Miller Nelson Taylors, SC 
Victoria Irene Grainger Charleston, SC Richard Scott Neugent Greenville, SC 
Cameron Heyward Greer Greer, SC Eric Arthur Nielsen Knoxville, TN 
Robert Paul Hanks II East Rochester, NY Mark Jacob Nyland Columbia, SC 
Lenessa Ernestine Hawkins Hartsville, SC •Laura Anne Overcash Myrtle Beach, SC 
Philip Ronald Higginbotham Ill Dallas, TX Stephen Lee Palmer Lilburn, GA 
·christopher Amos Hill Orangeburg, SC Scott Christopher Parsons Simpsonville, SC 
Celia Ann Hinson Bennettsville, SC Hughes Calvin Pennington, Jr. ___ Spartanburg, SC 
·charles Edward Hodges II Little River, SC Mary Brooke Phelps Roswell, GA 
Amelia Catherine Hood Clemson, SC Lisa Rose Poirier York, SC 
Donald Jerry Hughes Morristown, NJ Gregory Lee Powell Clemson, SC 
•can Lynn James Fair1ax, VA Robert Anthony Quillen Spartanburg, SC 
Bradley Harris Johnson Greenville, SC t•Beth Ann Quiring Greer, SC 
•Jerrilyn Rae Johnson Greenville, SC Robert Britton Raynor Middletown, NJ 
Thomas Ashford Johnston Ill Sumter, SC Laurene Reding Attica, NY 
William Edward Johnston Ill Rock Hill, SC •Benjamin Hill Reese Greer, SC 
David Marvin Joye Graham, NC Christina Louise Rever Virginia Beach, VA 
Wendi Rae Kernels Gaffney, SC James Kenneth Richardson Hayward, CA 
Michelle Suzanne Koste Greenville, SC Robin Adair Riddle Piedmont, SC 
Flnanclal Management (continued) 
Kathleen Marie Robison _____ ~ Columbia, SC •Laura Kathleen Toulon Tallahassee, FL 
Kimberly Ann Sandefer Orange Park, FL •Holly Anne Trnavsky Roebuck, SC 
Jenn~er Leigh Sanok Indialantic, FL Julia Marie Turner Ormond Beach, FL 
Timothy Alan Schwab Greenville, SC Mark Bobby Turner Spartanburg, SC 
Rachel Elizabeth Schwartz Manning, SC •oark Blackman Kekkert Van Raalte IV _ Charleston, SC 
•stephen David Searcy Florence, SC Richard Scott Wernoski Edison, NJ 
Bullie Greer Smtth Charleston, SC Kristal Lynn Werts Ninety Six, SC 
•Thomas Mark Smtth Boca Raton, FL James Dudley Whitehead Lexington, SC 
·sharilyn Virginia Smoke Decatur, AL Robert Frank Williams Clemson, SC 
Renee Yvonne Smoot Fairfax, VA Scott Brown Williford Brevard, NC 
•James Benjamin Stevens Orangeburg, SC Joseph Ketth Wilson Ill Clearwater, FL 
Jeffrey Scott Sylvester Dover, DE Timothy Lanier Wilson, Jr. Clearwater, SC 
•Kimberly Ann Taylor Kingsport, TN Martin William Winsch Madison, CT 
Ashlyn Paige Tennant Boca Raton, FL Laura Suzanne Wright Mclean, VA 
Deanna Lynn Tidwell Summerton, SC Kristain Day Young Fort Mill, SC 
Kevin Michael Tindal Rock Hill, SC 
Industrial Management 
Christopher Walton Aldred _____ ---,-.Fort Mill, SC 
Dan Gerald Askins Ill Hartsville, SC 
Todd Leonard Gardner _ ____ ---.,Greenville, SC 
John Brooks Hobbs Lynchburg, SC 
Robert Sherwood Berry Bristol, RI John Everette Jones Sanford, NC 
Carson Chandler Bulgin Sevema Park, MD William Clarence O'Bannon Ill Augusta, GA 
John Adam Dreher Manchester, MO 
Felix Adrian Erbring Chicago, IL 
Paul Daniel Strong Ormond Beach, FL 
William Christopher Sweatman Harleyville, SC 
Michael Craig Ferguson Abbeville, SC Charles Edward Truluck, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Christopher Marion Fore Greenville, SC Shawn White Vanceburg, KY 
Management 
Teresa Hope Bishop Aiken, SC Christopher Brandt Kelley Seneca, SC 
Nicole Jean Brennan Columbia, SC Tony Randell Kennedy Elizabeth, NJ 
•Denis Albert Brosnan, Jr. Clemson, SC Stamie Koutouzis Daytona Beach, FL 
Susan Beatrice Brothers Atlanta, GA Andrea Chyrisse Langford __ Hilton Head Island, SC 
•Robert Dennis Broughton, Jr. ___ Brookeville, MD Terri Marie Lewis Holiday, FL 
Charles Rodney Brown Walhalla, SC David Paul Lilly Ottawa, IL 
Amanda Carnevale Washington, DC Edward Kearns Little Charlotte, NC 
Samuel Morris Carver Seneca, SC William Weldon Little, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Brian Edward Chunn Columbia, SC Kathleen Michelle Maples Cartersville, GA 
Neal James Cichanowicz Cutchogue, NY Antonio Dion Mauney Shelby, NC 
Lisa Anne Cilli Gillette, NJ Sharon Marie May Savannah, GA 
Patrick Stephen Clary Houston, TX Brian Larry McClain Anderson, SC 
Glenn Martin Cline Greenville, SC Christa Annette McClary Pawleys Island, SC 
John Sanders Coleman Fairfax, VA Matthew Patrick McClure Chapin, SC 
WMney Lynn Commerce Lancaster, PA Gerald Christopher McDevitt Charleston, SC 
James J. Cravens Ill Burke, VA Thomas Newman McElroy York, SC 
Tammy Cecile Crighton Susan Dowd McGuffie Richmond, VA 
___,=--,--,--=--- George Town, Grand Cayman, W.I. Gwendolyn Yvette McQueen Clio, SC 
•stephen David Crocker Taylors, SC William Wesley Merritt Alexandria, VA 
Frederick Augustus Daniels, Jr. Cayce, SC Andrew Thomas Moak II Elgin, SC 
Scott Daniel Davies Clemson, SC William Howell Moravek Leesburg, VA 
Melissa Jean Dover Walhalla, SC Brett Andrew Moreland Simpsonville, SC 
Deborah Jean Dupuy La Grange, GA Amanda Christina Moreno Columbia, SC 
Scott Michael Efird Savannah, GA Heather Marie Morris Cambridge Springs, PA 
Scott Grant Erbach Lilburn, GA Diane Christina Moss Wall, NJ 
Scott Joseph Linton Ferguson Mauldin, SC Shawn Patrick Mullen Ridgefield, CT 
Jeffrey Gerald Fields Florence, SC Anthony Thomas Murray Ill Vienna, VA 
NonnaGailGarrbil Charleston, SC Robert Gerald Myers, Jr. Orangeburg, SC 
Shannon Marie Gladden Summerville, SC Michael Edward Newton Clemson, SC 
Katherine Rebekah Goff Columbia, SC Michael John Nicolini Hilton Head Island, SC 
R. Mark Greenhalgh Ormond Beach, FL Eduardo Nieves Anderson, SC 
Bryan Scott Greer Blair, SC Kenneth Ronald Nobert Sanford, ME 
Addy Jo Hallman Leesville, SC James Kelly O'Malley Fairfax, VA 
Rebecca Pauline Hanst Phoenix, MD Robert Edward Opaleski Hamilton, NJ 
Robert Wayne Harbuck, Jr. North Augusta, SC Thomas Daniel Oppedisano Amsterdam, NY 
Dean Alan Harman Midland, Ml Lawrence Rhett Orr Anderson, SC 
David Monroe Haselden Ill Latta, SC Antony Michael Owensby Spartanburg, SC 
Sandra Elizabeth Heinig Ridgewood, NJ Stephen Daniel Patnode Ft. Myers, FL 
Thomas Harrison Hill Wayne, NJ John Alan Pawlowski Sterling Heights, Ml 
Jonathan Russell Hosea Anderson, SC Carlos Eduardo Perez San Jose. Costa Rica 
Amy Lynne James Anderson, SC Mary Michelle Pilgrim Starr, SC 
Patricia Alice James Columbia, SC John Wayne Pressley Seaside, NC 
Jennifer Lyn Jensen East Quogue, NY Laura Shephard Price Florence. SC 
John Edward Johnson Spartanburg, SC Steven Anthony Price Sumter, SC 
David Thomas Jolly Greenville, SC ••Matthew Henry Rismiller Silver Spring, MD 
Diane Renee Karinshak Moore, SC Steven Eric Ruark Cambridge, MD 
Management (continued) 
Brian Kenneth Rummage _ _____ Rock Hill, SC Bradley Robert Taylor _____ _ _ Fort Myers, FL 
David Bryan Sample Rock Hill, SC Patricia Lynn Thirlwell Chapin, SC 
Marl< Alan Sartory West Palm Beach, FL Michael Thomas Tormey Long Valley, NJ 
Steven Kel Schwartz Oakton, VA 'Lecia Deanne Trevino Bowie, MD 
Portia Pollard Sherman Fort Mill, SC Gary Bradford Utz Murrells Inlet, SC 
Jeffrey Shavender Snell Sumter, SC Thomas Ronald Vandell Summerville, SC 
Christi Michelle Sowell Columbia, SC Melinda Raychelle Walker Mauldin, SC 
Mary Jo Spitzmiller Summerville , SC 
Cynthia Suzanne Stamm Sillllsonville, SC 
Tod Edward Wells Wood-Ridge, NJ 
Roy Franklin Whitt, Jr. Greenwood, SC 
Michelle Denise Stratter Irmo, SC 'Heidi Leigh Wintermantel Dunwoody, GA 
Beth Anne Taglia Westport, CT Angela Lynn Wood Easley, SC 
Valarie R. Talbert McCormick, SC •Andrew Currence Woofter Ill Erie, PA 
Marketing 
Laura Elisabeth Abbott ______ Greenville, SC Gail Simons Jones Memphis, TN 
Shannon Denise Akin Aiken, SC Charles Brttton Jordan Columbia, SC 
Shanna Lee Alley Iva, SC Pamela Ann Keiper Lewiston, NY 
Kerry Ben Armistead Mt. Pleasant, SC Ellis Elizabeth King Anderson, SC 
Loretta Marie Azzara Spartanburg, SC Michael Arthur Kinlein Ellicott Ctty, MD 
David Theodore Bailey Florence, SC Donald Eugene Kissner, Jr. Beaufort, SC 
Kevin Boderick Orangeburg, SC Jody Ann Logan Unionville, PA 
David John Bolka Neshanic Station, NJ Rebeccah Carol Maynard Villa Hills, KY 
Eugene Robert Bostick, Jr. Estill, SC Pamela Frances McAllister Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
Michael R. Boulden Newark, DE Lisa McCormick Myrtle Beach, SC 
Eric Stephens Bradford Clemson, SC •Angela Denise McMahan Anderson, SC 
Stephen Scott Brooks Anderson, SC "Allyison Clark Merritt Orlando, FL 
Ketth Raymond Brown West Chester, PA Allyson Graves Milhous Rockville, MD 
Bradford Allen Byrum Barnwell, SC Gretchen Elise Mindnich Long Branch, NJ 
Melissa Marie Campbell Summerville, SC Michael Renne Montgomery Camden, SC 
Kristen Ann Casey Ridgefield, CT "Cindi Leigh Moore Fort Mill, SC 
Tanya Terese Chapman Manassas, VA Susan Ellynton Moore Birmingham, AL 
Lisa Marie Collier Wakefield, RI Angela Lynne Mullis St. Stephen, SC 
Karen Michelle Collins Salem, SC 'Jenntter Beth Nor1on Glenville, NY 
'Constance Ellen Cooke East Windsor, NJ Douglas Spurlin Overstreet _ __ Basking Ridge, NJ 
Kimberly Marie Counts Little Mountain, SC Brian Thomas Page Palos Hills, IL 
Stephen Boughner Crawford Charleston, SC Laura Renee Parisot Sumter, SC 
Robert Clay Crenshaw Conway, SC Joel Patrick Powell Travelers Rest, SC 
Deborah Louise Daugherty Clemson, SC Robert Felix Prinzo Dunwoody, GA 
Chad Michael Davies Newport News, VA Nicole Marie Procacci Marietta, GA 
Lisa S. DeCarlo Guttport, MS Walter Roger Pryor Columbia, SC 
Randall Scott Drisgula Hillsdale, NJ Pilar Gela Ritchie Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Grant Whalen Duncan Marietta, GA Charles Thomas Rogers, Jr. Murrells Inlet, SC 
"Erika Lee Eberhart Arlington, VA Brian Alan Saabye Falmouth, ME 
Daniel McGill Elmore Charlotte, NC Stacey Ann Schumer Hopkinsville, KY 
Sandra Nara Esposito Basking Ridge, NJ David Allen Seitz Marietta, GA 
Nicki Lynn Forrest Greenville, SC David Lee Shytles Gaffney, SC 
Jennifer Lauren Franchina Clemson, SC Janeen Caroline Simpson Asheville, NC 
Jay Anthony Frisillo New Hartford, NY Casey Lynn Skelton Clemson, SC 
Edward Ea~ Gardner Ill Columbia, SC Craig R. Smtth Kansas City, KS 
Carolina Curry Gaskins Mountain Brook, AL Peter Michael Snyder, Jr. Millburn, NJ 
Megan Elizabeth Gavigan Rockville, MD Susan Springle New Providence, NJ 
Katie Marcia Cecile Gerber Chapin, SC Lisa Marie Stahl Clemson, SC 
Janice Louise Gimbel Columbia, SC Virginia Grace Steen Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Matthew George Given Reston, VA Paula Jean Sturt Haddonfield, NJ 
James Andrew Graham Radford, VA Kelly Lynn Suggs Irmo, SC 
Dawn Marchelle Grubbs Gaffney, SC Ryan Roddy Swaim Myrtle Beach, SC 
Stephen Joseph Haley Duxbury, MA Trey C. Theimer Central, SC 
Pamela Jill Hendrix Chagrin Falls, OH Julie Ann Tollus Annandale, VA 
Jenntter Sue Herndon West Columbia, SC Elizabeth Maria Van Dyke Cambridge, MD 
Lori Anne Hightower Greenville, SC Christopher Charles Vermillion __ Atlantic Beach, FL 
Travis Crisp Hipp Chapin, SC Jenntter Jean Williams Dunwoody, GA 
William Bradford Hughey Gaffney, SC Ashley Dannelle Wilson Columbia, SC 
Kenneth James luso Somerville, NJ David William Wittman Houston, TX 
Dana Michelle Johnson Holmdel, NJ Tonya Rene Younginer Greenville, SC 
Textile Chemistry 
Lisa Ann Fennell Clemson, SC 
Textile Management 
'William Scott Bayha.· _______ ,,.C.harlotte, NC 
Randall Larry Blackston Pendleton, SC 
Daniel Gardner Malone _ _ ____ Charleston, SC 
Tracey Jane Matson Phoenix, MD 
Alan Henry Burdette Easley, SC Victor Lemans Mattison Williamston, SC 
Katrina Ann Gedmintas Columbia, SC Bradley Roger Owens Pickens, SC 
Roger Dale Hutchins Shelby, NC Scott Alan Price Spartanburg, SC 
Textile Management (continued) 
Christopher Edward Tollison _ __ Easley, SC 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Stephanie Bordages Charlotte, NC •Maria L. Mordvinov _________ Closter, NJ 
•April Michelle Boyd Granneville, SC t .. Abby Irene Muller Conyers, GA 
Pamela Jean Cockrell Batesburg, SC Kimberly Ann Murph Pfafftown, NC 
Mary Elizabeth Collins Summerville, SC Elizabeth Jean Pendleton Charlotte, NC 
t .. Mary Elizabeth Crocker Newberry, SC Christy Michelle Pettigrew Calhoun Falls, SC 
Pell Seignious Culler Orangeburg, SC •Debra Bowman Reboul Clemson, SC 
Nicole Michele Cyr Van Wert, OH Kristen Isabelle Rupp Greer, SC 
Leslie Lynn Davis Greenwood, SC Stacey Brooks Siman Columbia, SC 
•Ashley Blake English Thomaston, GA Susan Esther Smith Hilton Head Island, SC 
Kipp Darlene Hartley Batesburg, SC Kristen Ann Stubenhofer Springfield, VA 
Nancy Kay Lee Columbia, SC Tonya Denise Tucker Leesville, SC 
Mary Elizabeth Malcom Colonial Heights, VA Carey Townes Walters Chapin, SC 
•stacey Lynn Montovino ___ Kennett Square, PA Kimberly Carol Wells Chapin, SC 
Elementary 
Catherine Alice Adair ------~~Clinton, SC 
•Jean Elizabeth Adams Mooresville, NC 
Erin Leigh Anderson Greenville, SC 
Carolyn Wendy Barnette Greenville, SC 
•carol Cox Bedenbaugh Pendleton, SC 
Angela Dawn Blackwell Spartanburg, SC 
•carol Lyn Blasko Mount Sinai, NY 
Sabra Kaye Bratcher Belton, SC 
Myranda Lynn Bromell Loris, SC 
Mary Virginia Buchanan Rockville, MD 
Laura Louise Burtis Bridgewater, CT 
•Kate Adams Cashin North Augusta, SC 
Elizabeth J. Coakley Anderson, SC 
Kimberly Diane Coker Anderson, SC 
Suzanne Marie Cook Delray Beach, FL 
Rebecca Lynn Cooper Gastonia, NC 
•Ann Leland Crouch Rock Hill, SC 
•Rebecca Ann Duben Anderson, SC 
Gretchen Marsden Ehle Richburg, SC 
Misha Lynn Erney Gainesville, FL 
•Frances Dell Fairey Statesville, NC 
•Laura Anne Galloway Greer, SC 
•Amy Jean Geddings Seneca, SC 
Jeana Renee Gerrard Seneca, SC 
Sara Leonora Graham Lexington, SC 
.. Nora Jane Harmon Mountain Rest, SC 
Nancy Pat Harrell Greenville, SC 
Dana Michelle Harris Liberty, SC 
•Elizabeth Ann Holder Six Mile, SC 
Susan Jessica Holley Ware Shoals, SC 
•Kenya Joanne Holsomback Greenville, SC 
Corryn Elizabeth Jones Seneca, SC 
Ruth Michelle Kin Simpsonville, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Kirk Bay Village, OH 
•Randi Sue Kleckner Taylors, SC 
... Deborah Waters Knight Belton, SC 
Kristina Dawn Kornahrens Summerville, SC 
Laura Michelle Kuhman Walhalla, SC 
Michelle Marie LeMay Easley, SC 
Secondary 
Donald Acevedo_-,,----------= Pendleton, SC 
Leigh Spencer Block Coral Springs, FL 
Cameron Grant Boggs Spartanburg, SC 
Verner Eugene Cathcart Clemson, SC 
M. Denise Coniglio Schaumburg, IL 
Patricia Dell Cuffee Chesapeake, VA 
Laurie Sabrina Dalton Cary, NC 
Karen Jenkins Dekle West Columbia, SC 
Education 
Jessica Ann Litchfield _______ Atlanta, GA 
Deana Carol Long Anderson, SC 
Susan Lenore Martin Frankfort, KY 
Vicki Stansell Massingill Anderson, SC 
Jacqueline Denise Mattress Anderson, SC 
Barbara Morgan McComb Orangeburg, SC 
Allison Caroline Miller Columbia, SC 
Sarah Elisabeth Mitchell Greenville, SC 
·usa Campbell Moore Seneca, SC 
Rebecca Renee Mothershed Columbia, SC 
.. Alethea Mia Orfanedes Greer, SC 
Patricia Lynn Parker Greenville, SC 
•Nancy Suzanne Paul Gowanda, NY 
•Meredith Paige Player Sumter, SC 
Jenntter Evans Polk Unionville, PA 
.. Kristin Perry Porter Easley, SC 
Emily Kathryn Prewett Greenwood, SC 
Heather Anne Ramey Abbeville , SC 
Erika Millicent Reents Westborough, MA 
Amy Crystal Rhodes Greenville, SC 
Kathleen Renee Rowe Lexington, SC 
Paige Walker Seay Townville, SC 
Barbara Ashley Sharp Anderson, SC 
•Teresa Annette Shuler Bowman, SC 
Robyn Shannon Siman Columbia, SC 
.. Deborah Vickery Smith Six Mile, SC 
Dorothy Marie Smith Cheraw, SC 
Kimberly Michelle Stephens Walhalla, SC 
.. Kristin Anne Stradling Greenville, SC 
Jenntter Mattox Tate Travelers Rest, SC 
Jennifer Lee Thompson Charleston, SC 
•Andrea Lyn Valk Columbia, SC 
•cynthia Daniel Vickery Iva, SC 
•Frances Patricia Watson Irmo, SC 
Elisa Brooke Wiggins Florence, SC 
Melissa Ann Willis Anderson, SC 
·shand Marie Wingfield Charleston, SC 
Jeanette Louise Wood Due West, SC 
Marc Gardner Zachary Spartanburg, SC 
Education 
Glynis Elaine Dortty Camden, SC 
Charles Felton Foster Deer Park, TX 
·christy Collins Garrett Westminster, SC 
Nancy Nicole Gauvreau Venice, FL 
••Amy Caroline George Laurens, SC 
April Michelle Grant Laurens, SC 
Kimberly Michelle Greene ___ Peachtree Ctty, GA 
James Eugene Guyer West Union, IA 
Secondary Education (continued) 
.. Dianna Marie Hogan Norwell, MA Clara Elizabeth Phillips ___ ___ Frogmore, SC 
Arny Lynn Huffman Franklin, NC Lisa Marie Powell Johnsonville, SC 
•Audrey Diane Johnson Starr, SC Haywood Jeffrey Proctor Dillon, SC 
Julie Dianne Jones Rock Hill, SC Kerre Yon Taylor Radford Anderson, SC 
Karen Patrice Kamarauskas Mokena, IL Rebecca Lynn Robinson Columbia, SC 
Tara Claire Lynch Myrtle Beach, SC Kimberly Ann Salamone Rochester. NY 
... Christine Malik Middletown, NJ Kelsie Ann Scott Easley, SC 
Cindy Enslow Malphrus ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Ansley Whetsell Strickland Pickens, SC 
Glen Lance Massey Greenville, SC Anthony Edward Taylor Goose Creek, SC 
•Felicia Lynette New Greenwood, SC .. Mary Frances Thornton St. Matthews, SC 
Mary Christina Pennington Charleston, SC Samuel Andrew Welchel Spartanburg, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Alexander Lewis Carter, Jr. _ _ ___ ~ Atlanta, GA Peter Stefan Menner_~------~-Ocala, FL 
Preston Brooks Marshall Columbia, SC Kathleen Ann Von Holtz Glassboro, NJ 
Industrial Education 
Jonathan David Burgess Gaffney, SC Keven Britt Lancaster ______ Spartanburg, SC 
.. Timothy David Fuhrer ___ East Stroudsburg, PA Nancy Lea Taliaferro Camanche, IA 
Mathematics Teaching 
Gregory Keith Baker _______ Pickens, SC Eugene Patrick Cloutier ____ Pompano Beach, FL 
t .. Catherine Ann Wood Brown Gaffney, SC Daphne Elizabeth Jordan Aiken, SC 
t• .. Jean Michelle Cantey Mt. Pleasant, SC Daniel Michael Krick Taylors, SC 
•Traci Lynn Capeletti North Augusta, SC Marty Dewayne Phillips Woodruff, SC 
Mar1< Brian Christian Simpsonville, SC .. Sina Renee Watkins Louisville, KY 
Science Teaching 
t•Meridith Renee Barrett _______ Gaffney, SC •Patricia Catherine Swanson ___ Spartanburg, SC 
Laurent Jo Galvez Powdersville, SC Sandra Lynn Tutton West Columbia, SC 
... Martha Katherine Carsten Cades, SC John Joseph Valinski Westborough, MA 
Russell Byers Morrison Walhalla, SC 
Elizabeth Susan Muller Carmel, NY 
Amy Beth Warner Bernardsville, NJ 
Kelly Michelle West Greenville, SC 
Robert Steven Somers Greer, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM BEADELL BARLAGE, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Timothy Allen Charpia ______ Summerville, SC •Manning West McAdams _ _ __ ~- Walhalla, SC 
t .. Mar1< James Dodd Walhalla, SC Brian Joseph Rives Spartanburg, SC 
Jonn Ashley Foulk Dallastown, PA Brian Thomas Rogers Waynesville, NC 
Jason Lester Gillespie Rosman, NC Weldon Chad Smith Walhalla, SC 
Bobbitt Timbes Jenkins Conway, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
Charles David Breakfield, Jr. ___ Hickory Grove, SC William E. Paradise _______ Boca Raton, FL 
Jenntter Hall Dodd Collegeville, PA .. Reginald Moore Phillips Florence, SC 
Francis Henry Eppler Ill Piedmont, SC Jimmy Curtis Pritchard Augusta, GA 
Jeffrey H. Franklin Spartanburg, SC t .. Sharon Holly Robinson Aberdeen, MD 
Deborah Lee Fulton Kingstree, SC Anthony Rickman Russo Columbia, SC 
Harry Thomas Hall IV Charleston, WV •John Prentiss Sanders Ill Summerville, SC 
•susan Elaine Hegler Barnwell, SC George Stuart Todd Waynesville, NC 
Ann Marie Hooks Clinton, SC •Jeffrey Todd Trexler Bethlehem, PA 
·Erin Linda Jennett Clemson, SC Cary Charles Vayhinger Madison, IN 
Jefferson Coker Kaplan Chattanooga, TN ... T. Warren Weeks, Jr. Barnwell, SC 
•Brian Richard Kistner Largo, FL Michael Franklin Wilkins Clinton, SC 
•Marta Alyse Moody Spartanburg, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
.. David Michael Batten ______ -=- Lilburn, GA 
Kathryn Anne Billig Greenville, SC 
Jaclyn Dawn Cobb _ _______ Bridgeton, NJ 
t .. Eric Wayne Crabtree Kingsport, TN 
Trent Alan Bolling Simpsonville, SC Betty Cep Diaddigo Paducah, KY 
Alexandra Elaine Bridges Florence, SC Steven Christopher Gailbreath Lima, OH 
•Darren Randall Burgess Greenville, SC •Arny Elizabeth Harriman Scotia, NY 
•Geoffrey Lloyd Clar1< Tega Cay, SC Aaron Orlando Johnson Columbia, SC 
Chemical Engineering (continued) 
Mary Jacqueline Kizer ~-----Fayetteville, NC Jennifer Lynne Stikeleather _ ____ Charlotte, NC 
"Heather Maitland Leigh Greenville, SC Michael Earle Stone Batesburg, SC 
Carl Britton Rabon Lugoff, SC t"•Joseph Michael Taylor Kingsport, TN 
Aaron Wayne Reason Britton's Neck, SC Stephanie Dawn Tolbert Greenville, SC 
Leslie Faile Robinson Kershaw, SC t•James Allen Turner II Pamplico, SC 
Susan Lorraine Sauer Oshkosh, WI Laree Monique Whtte Ridgeland, SC 
Dawn Michele See Anderson, SC Michael Wayne Whttesides Newberry, SC 
Noureen S. Shaikh Karachi, Pakistan Jody Clary Whitt Spartanburg, SC 
"Ronald Buford Sheppard Easley, SC Jaafar Abdulla Yasin Jordan 
Angelia Narron Smith Lake Wylie, SC 
Clvll Engineering 
Richard Wayne Atkinson Easley, SC Tommi O'Dene Jackson North, SC 
•Birkie Ayer, Jr. North Augusta, SC Julie Christina Jordan Moncks Corner, SC 
Charles Paul Beam Mt. Pleasant, SC Michael Scott Koonce Rock Hill, SC 
Richard Marshall Bonds Woodruff, SC Randal Gerald Martin Gaffney, SC 
t•Darel Wade Chastain Thomasville, GA Gene Rovone Miles, Jr. Summerville , SC 
Dwayne Alan Cooper Spartanburg, SC Dana Pickett Mizzell Charleston, SC 
Clifford Mercer Davis Salem, SC Craig David Nelson Camden, SC 
Philip Evans Dressler York, SC David Brady Phillips Greer, SC 
Alexander Cassels Dye Easley, SC Raymond Leroy Pinson, Jr. ___ Moncks Corner, SC 
Matthew Richard Einsmann II Greenville, SC Bryant Kilpatrick Rogers, Jr. Mooresville, NC 
t .. Brian Keith Elder Gaffney, SC ·Fernando Jose Saz Parkinson _ _ __ Madrid, Spain 
Wilson Clayborne Elgin Anderson, SC Jeffrey Malene Tanner Johnsonville, SC 
Dano Sondl Holland Camden, SC Kevin Michael Thomas Columbia, MD 
Diomede Franklin Hollingsworth _ __ Greenwood, SC "Todd Allen Turner Ladson, SC 
David Edward Hopkins Convent Station, NJ Dominic Tanas Valente Broomall, PA 
Aaron Scott Hullman Traverse City, Ml Laura Ann Varello Greenville, SC 
Stephanie Annette Jackson Clover, SC •christopher Everett Wood York, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Benjamin Shayne Arnold _____ Charleston, SC 
•stephen Crane Briant Greenville, SC 
•John Alan Greenwood, Jr. ____ ~= Camden, SC 
Lawrence S. Harris Ill Flemington, NJ 
•James Cooper Carlisle, Jr. Tega Cay, SC Mary Maureen Lee Seneca, SC 
Daniel Guy Case Hendersonville, NC •Todd Richard Mescher Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Anthony James Counts Leesville, SC t•John Anderson Mills Ill Sumter, SC 
Victoria Lynette Gaskins Charleston, SC ... Raymond Peter Palma Columbia, SC 
Lisa Yvonne Goodman Denmark, SC .. Michael Eugene Rayle Taylors , SC 
Catherine Leigh Graham Taylors, SC t•"lndia Elizabeth Vincent Alpharetta, GA 
Electrical Engineering 
Larry Coleman Allen , Jr. _____ Summerville, SC •Anthony Ralph Killin, Jr. _____ Summerville, SC 
John Roger Andersen Lexington, KY Warren Rupert Law Burke, VA 
t"Keith William Anderson Charleston, SC Janet Edwards Lee Lexington, KY 
.. William Scott Barrett Atlanta, GA Stefanie Claire Lenti Columbia, SC 
Thomas Spratt Black, Jr. Great Falls, SC Michael Paul Little Columbia, SC 
Warrick Vincent Blaine Florence, SC t• Jerry Dale Lovingood II Hanahan, SC 
•Jeffrey Paul Boettler Orangeburg, SC James Joseph Lysaght Clemson, SC 
Courtney Waldo Brown, Jr. Salley, SC Dorian Ray Mcintire Liberty, SC 
t"Michael Scott Buebel Ridgeway, SC James Darin Mize Seneca, SC 
Richard Kelly Bullock II Alpharetta, GA Charles Walker Moren Hartsville, SC 
William Thomas Carter Charleston, SC Jerry Williams Oates II Fort Mill, SC 
t"Marcus Alex Cash Gaffney, SC Christian Joseph Ouimet Charlotte, NC 
Craig Ansel Caughman Leesville, SC Robert Charles Palazzo Columbia, SC 
••James Ray Cheeks Columbia, SC Horace Dorn Payne Ill Clinton, SC 
Deborah Terry Cost Marriottsville, MD 
Jeffrey Wayne Crocker Spartanburg, SC 
James Bryant Payne Kershaw, SC 
"Kevin Arthur Poyck Fredericksburg, VA 
Geoffrey A. Cumbus Greenville, SC James Elmore Raines Blythewood, SC 
•christi Leigh Ergle Roanoke, VA Hollis Lewis Reid Spartanburg, SC 
Frank Oliver Ferguson, Jr. Greenville, SC Eugene Fairchild Russell IV Greensboro, NC 
t .. Atish Kumar Ghosh Calcutta, India Joseph Robert Selig Seneca, SC 
Walter Nicholas Gnann Beaufort, SC t•Shirin Shahrouzi Mauldin, SC 
William Wallace Gregory Charlotte, NC Francois Antoine Sleiman Greenville , SC 
Eric Allen Hardwick Aiken, SC Joseph Ray Stevens Loris , SC 
t .. Robert Milton Heil Simpsonville, SC Cynthia Lynn Stroud Nichols, SC 
Michael Louis Hill Spartanburg, SC Heiko Karl Heinz Stugg Anderson, SC 
Lori Michelle Hockman Atlanta, GA Anthony Ray Thompson Lancaster, SC 
Leslie James Hutchins Spartanburg, SC •Phillip Andrew Vickery Anderson, SC 
Thomas William Hutchins Forest City, NC Joseph Howell Walker Ill Lake Junaluska, NC 
Rajeev Kumar Jindal Aiken, SC Mark Alan Waters West Union, SC 
t .. Laurie Lee Joiner Snellville, GA Marty Ray Wilson Mauldin, SC 
Dennis Jason Kekas Raleigh, NC 
Engineering Analysis 
Deborah Leigh Simril _______ Lake Wylie, SC ••Frederick Martin Thurman ___ Ocean Springs, MS 
Industrial Engineering 
Kimberly Ann Albert Annapolis, MD 
•Tiffoni June Anderson Lexington, SC 
Karen Lynn Jones~------ Charleston, SC 
•Daniel Lorenzo Lark Clinton, SC 
Howard E. Barefoot, Jr. Clemson, SC Scott Braden Leichltter West Chester, PA 
John Oscar Benson Williamsburg, VA Faran Massoudi Orangeburg, SC 
John Joseph Bowers Greenwood, SC Michael Stanley Montjoy Woodruff, SC 
Ereania Felicia Boyd Charleston, SC Walter Craig Powell Seneca, SC 
Kelli Anne Collins Midlothian, VA Kesslyn Suzanna Priestino Columbia, SC 
Patrick Lewis Condon, Jr. Greenville, SC Michael Thomas Redd Fort Mill, SC 
Deborah Ann Conklin Lancaster, SC Dora Darlene Samuel Dillon, SC 
Melvyn Arnold Creebsburg __ Paramaribo, Suriname Brian Lee Sloan Woodruff, SC 
Michael Alvin Edmunds Fairport, NY Alecia Fatth Stalford Roswell, GA 
Donna Michelle Geymont Vale, NC David Michael Steinberg Raleigh, NC 
Timothy Patrick Hamm Spartanburg, SC 
JoDee Lynn Hannon Greer, SC 
Crystal Lashelle Thomas Union, SC 
Richard Barrett Todd Greenwood, SC 
James Edward Harper McMurray, PA Paul Clinton Vucish Aiken, SC 
Jeffrey Thomas Herbig Summerville, SC Brian Phillip Western Rushville, NY 
Kurt Fredrick Horst Rock Hill, SC Brad Sterling Windsor Landrum, SC 
Mark Alan Johnson Lebanon, NH Stacie Diane Woodgeard Lancaster, OH 
Paula Michele Johnson Shalimar, FL Laura Michelle Wyeth Surfside Beach, SC 
Mecllanlcal Engineering 
John Gentry Alexander, Jr. Fairtorest, SC 
Thomas Charles Amond Ill Greenville, SC 
Jerry Lee Malsam ________ Woodruff, SC 
Michael Gunther May Cheraw, SC 
Henry G. Ballard, Jr. Easley, SC Thomas Russell McCulloch Lancaster, SC 
David Robert Barner Easley, SC Julia Kathleen McEntyre Anderson, SC 
Elizabeth Caroline Beasley Columbia, SC Andrew Knight Mcleland Anderson, SC 
David Edward Bitner Cocoa Beach, FL Ronald Alan Metts Chapin, SC 
Shane Brown Spartanburg, SC Kenneth Michaelsen Painted Post, NY 
Robert Paul Bryant Eutawville, SC t' .. Kevin Corbett Miles West Lafayette, IN 
•John Bulich Catskill, NY Kenneth McDowell Miley Smoaks, SC 
Andrew Patterson Cochran Atlanta, GA Laurence Edward Miley II Fostoria, OH 
•Kevin Douglas Colburn Rockville, MD Donald Gordon Miller Bridgewater, NJ 
Edwin Stacey Cooley Pelzer, SC Richard Anthony Mineo Elkton, MD 
•Michael Patrick Czabala Dunwoody, GA ... Elizabeth Hogan Moffat Clemson, SC 
James Cohen Davidson Gastonia, NC Melanie Coyle Moon Powdersville, SC 
Penelope Jane Elder Jamestown, NC Michael Alan Moxley Surfside Beach, SC 
Robert Scott Floyd Charleston, SC Brian Timothy Mueller Clemson, SC 
James Dudney Fox Greenville, SC Robert Christain Paine Naperville, IL 
Darrell Richard Frier, Jr. Goose Creek, SC Ronald William Perry Savannah, GA 
Jeffrey Albert Gajewski Catlett, VA Abbas Rahimitabar Clemson, SC 
Robert Michael Gallahom Charleston, SC John Edward Reynolds West Columbia, SC 
Heather Ann Gilliss Hughesville, MD Richard Johnson Salley IV Orangeburg, SC 
Robin Michelle Graham Pomaria, SC •Byron Ramos Samonte Goose Creek, SC 
Tracey Darlene Grant Royston, GA Wayne Theodore Spitzer Taylors, SC 
Andrew Mettler Hayes Augusta, GA Matthew James Stanley Springfield, VA 
Steve Scott Hearn Greenville, SC Erik Allen Stockham Pendleton, SC 
Thomas Nolan Henderson ___ Moncks Corner, SC Patrick Glenn Sullivan II Venice, FL 
Jonathan Croft Hollingsworth Rock Hill, SC Henry Ellison Thompson Lexington, SC 
·John Eugene Hollowell, Jr. Folly Beach, SC John Patrick Thompson Charlotte, NC 
Michael Edward Howell Columbia, SC Chi To Greenville, SC 
Jason Mathew Jennings Orlando, FL Travis Clark Tuten Spartanburg, SC 
Neil Monroe Johnson Orlando, FL David Scott Valentine Shelby Township, Ml 
Jeremy Jonathan Kahrs Denville, NJ Randal James Vaughan Fountain Inn, SC 
Marlene Saladino Laguttan Jacksonville, FL Craig Browning Whitman Clinton, SC 
•Michael Sean Lamberson Easley, SC t• .. colleen Marie Wiggins Columbia, SC 
Eric Philip Lentz Jacksonville, FL Robert Aaron Wilkinson Beaufort, SC 
William Monroe Link IV Gaffney, SC David Lee Williamson Easley, SC 
Tracey Douglas Locke Anderson, SC Harry Eugene Wilson Ill Barnwell, SC 
Eric Perry Madsen Baltimore, MD •Kevin Chung-Wai Yeung Hong Kong 
Clay Randolph Mahaffey Ill Spartanburg, SC 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Products 
Jeffery Sean Walsh Summerville, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
Sean Michael Bennett _____ Virginia Beach, VA 
Donald Albert Brown, Jr. Newberry, SC 
William Darryl Jones ......,,---------=-Sumter, SC 
Edward Wingate Mauritz Columbia, SC 
Joseph Lee Cann Iva, SC Marvin Lee Prater Westminster, SC 
John Nix Carter Rock Hill, SC Ian Michael Schwartz Chester, VA 
Travis Grantt Doolittle Newberry, SC William George Spttzmiller Summerville, SC 
Christopher Todd Horton Summerville, SC •John Ferrars Townsend Charleston, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and 
Amy Marie Ahl ---------~Reston, VA 
Tourism Management 
Shannon Fara Jamison _____ Spartanburg, SC 
Patti Ann Aultman Pickens, SC Kirsten Lee Kastory Eatonton, GA 
Holly Ann Bates Anderson, SC Eileen McDonald Lapish Greer, SC 
John Chadwick Berry Saluda, SC Meredith Barton McTeer Columbia, SC 
Linda Sue Bostleman Sylvania, OH Jeffrey Paul Meierer Charleston, SC 
James Victor Bouchillon Anderson, SC Laura Louise Miller Dunwoody, GA 
Christina Susi Burrell Easley, SC Benjamin Carter Nelson Florence, SC 
Julie Ann Carney Washington, DC 
t••Mary Elizabeth Cathcart Chapin, SC 
Foy Folger Renfro Spartanburg, SC 
Martha Bratton Robertson Yorktown. VA 
Lisa Ann Crocker Gaffney, SC Suzann Nicole Schofield Greenville, SC 
Robert Allan Eaves Mt. Airy, MD •Dawn Renee Schwalbert Aiken, SC 
Joseph J. Feinberg Miami Shores, FL Stephanie Carol Sheeley Prospertty, SC 
Nancy Katharine Fernandez Roswell, GA Christy Lynn Simpson Derwood, MD 
Susan Jenntter Gantzer Rock Hill, SC Jenntter Mozingo Smith Bishopville, SC 
Carole Annette Gilfillin Bristol, TN Andrew Michael Tiller Pawleys Island, SC 
David Vandiver Goudelock Winnsboro, SC Derik von Recum Six Mile, SC 
Tashia Eyvette Greene Mt. Pleasant, SC Jodee Lynne Walker Orlando, FL 
Kelly Dawn Hagerman Fort Wayne, IN Pamela Kay Watts Lugo ff, SC 
Nancy Tammette Holcombe Anderson, SC Robert Allen Weed Irmo, SC 
Harolyn Jean Hooper Anderson, SC James Warren Wood Lexington, SC 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Eng II sh 
Charlene Elizabeth Alls Alexandria, VA Mike Arnold Marr, Jr. Clover, SC 
t•Alicia Dane Allsbrook Aynor, SC Harold Edward McDaniel Rock Hill, SC 
•Margaret Shannon Amick Lexington, SC ••Kimberly Kristen McGuire Six Mile, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Arthurs Troutman, NC •Aliison Leigh Peters Greer, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Ausband Myrtle Beach, SC •Rhonda Denise Pressley Liberty, SC 
Kay Patricia Boyle Seneca, SC Laurianne Proctor Fairfax, VA 
Linda Kay Branning Batesburg, SC Caroline Everette Prosser Olanta, SC 
Kelly Anne Brannon Lilburn, GA Shannon Elizabeth Rickenbaker_ West Columbia, SC 
Leo Pierce Bull Goshen, NY John Elsworth Robison Anderson, SC 
Daphne Paige Chandler Lake Toxaway, NC Margaret Mary Schneck Mclean, VA 
Jennifer Leah Chipukites Walterboro, SC Todd Anthony Shore Long Beach, NY 
•••Tracy Ann Conger Amarillo, TX Teresa Nicola Sims Jonesville, SC 
•••David Allen Conley Walhalla, SC Angela Joan Smith Columbia, SC 
•cynthia Louise Domen Medford, NJ ••Erin Elizabeth Swann Greenville, SC 
Donald Ray Dukes II Springfield, SC JoAnna Ashburn Taylor Greenville, SC 
Victoria Eda Egidi Manassas, VA Catherine Allison Tutterow Taylors, SC 
Paula Joanne Eichelberger Columbia, SC Robert Reagan Walter La Plata, MD 
•carlen Maria Groce Greenville, SC Mary Juliane Whitehead Peachtree Ctty, GA 
Thomas Raymond Knutson Easley, SC ••Eddie Wayne Wilkins, Jr. Cowpens, SC 
Catherine Elisabeth Lawrence ___ Douglasville, GA Deidra Elaine Winecoff Orangeburg, SC 
History 
Mary Adrienne Bryant _______ Battimore, MD David Earl Phillips.~ ______ Williamston, SC 
•Travis Dayhuff Clemson, SC William Anthony Pierce Irmo, SC 
Dewey Mitchell Evans Pelzer, SC •Gayle Leslie Richards Randolph, NJ 
Regina Cox Gillespie Newport News, VA ••Gregory Stanton Taylor Rochester, NY 
Carl McHenry Lund Ill Anderson, SC •••Joseph Edward Trimmier Clemson, SC 
John Robertson Mattox Winston-Salem, NC Jason Hunter Williams Jesup, GA 
•charles Edgar McDonald Ill Greenville, SC Tracey Marie Zastrow Brentwood, TN 
John Robert Moorman Colorado Springs, CO William Frederick Ziegler Turnersville, NJ 
Language and International Trade 
Kelley Wilson Atkinson ____ Mechanicsburg, PA Robert Bruce Hart ________ Greenville, SC 
Liana Cristina Burbidge Falls Church, VA •Lisa Beverly Haskell South Charleston, WV 
Martina Dianne Drawdy Florence, SC Patrick Thomas Hindman Anderson, SC 
Sara Helen Fttzgerald Madison, CT Carla Ann Hippler Greenville, SC 
Eleanor Caroline Hall Gaffney, SC Jenntter Monique Hoag Alexandria, VA 
John Patrick Hart Greenville, SC Denise Michelle Illes New Yolk, NY 
Language and lnternatlonal Trade (continued) 
•Brian Jarvis _ _ _ ___ Ramstein AFB, Germany Coley Kathleen Reynolds _ _ _ _ ~~Greenville , SC 
Brett Hamilton Jones Arlington, TX Alec David Rogers New Fairfield, CT 
Melissa Eileen Kruse Dallas, TX Michel Alexandre Roy Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Roberto Carlos Marinaro Mississauga, Ontario Kimberly Ann Saunders Alexandria, VA 
Christina Lynne Massingale Knoxville, TN •Kimberly Ann Seemuller Springfield, VA 
Laura Diane Mastrandrea Summerville, SC Tina Michele Smith Myrtle Beach, SC 
•Noel Lynne Mathey Ponte Vedra Beach, FL •samantha Jean Southern Raleigh, NC 
Holly Elizabeth McCord Ormond Beach, FL Rebecca Marie Tainter Central, SC 
Rose Isa Mogavero Greenville, SC Suzanne Kathleen Tierney Garden City, NY 
.. Jacqueline Kaye Nantz Greenville, SC t• .. Douglass Scott Toth Anderson, SC 
Modern 
Ronnie Wayne Cameron -----~Hemingway , SC 
Steven Charles Cox Johnson City, TN 
Jenntter Leah Ealey Rockaway, NJ 
•Galini Haramogli Athens, Greece 
Languages 
Susan Giovanna Harvey ______ ~~·Lima, Peru 
Sarah Dillard Law Columbia, SC 
Samuel Andrew Welchel Spartanburg, SC 
Phllosophy 
.. Clarence Dewitt Agan Ill ______ Abbeville, SC •Charles Edward Ramsay _ ___ __ Clemson, SC 
Polltlcal Science 
Amy Katherine Adams Queenstown, MD David Carson Leaird, Jr. Charleston, SC 
•Marcia Sofia Anglarill Silver Spring, MD Kimberly Lucile Long Newberry, SC 
Aida M. Benitez-Rexach Walhalla, SC Kathryn Virginia Maddox Pleasanton, CA 
Melanie Allison Bootes Louisville, KY Matthew Dwayne Manning Narrows, VA 
Amy Katherine Burns Taylors, SC Heath Douglas Moore Holland, Ml 
James Francis Burton Linwood, NJ John Trenholm Moore Westminster, SC 
Matthew Paul Clayton Bonneau, SC Jonathan Turnbull Morse Naples, FL 
David Ohlmer Cooke, Jr. Arlington, VA Jeffrey Scott Mottram Miami Beach, FL 
Pamela Christine Crabb Goose Creek, SC Robert Joseph Musante 111 Mittord, CT 
Clarissa Anne-Marie Crow Alexandria, VA t•Frederick James Newton Hollywood, SC 
Colleen Lysette Deland Edison, NJ Chinedu Ezekiel Ohan Fallon, NV 
Matthew Patrick Dey Long Valley, NJ •Jeffrey Scott Peake Brookeville, MD 
t"Linda Maria D'Hoore Simpsonville, SC Peter Paul Phillips Richmond, VA 
Tina Michelle Dreyfus Vienna, VA Gregg Henry Prigerson New Yori<, NY 
Patrick Michael Dully Charleston, SC Walter Leroy Shaw Ill Andrews, SC 
Stephen Patrick Dunlevy Portland, OR .. Alison Carlisle Stinnett ___ Washington, England 
Mary Jo Dominique Gray __ Washington Township, NJ •carol Lynn Terry Greenville, SC 
Steven Arnold Hammett Spartanburg, SC Ann Marie Wessel Miami, FL 
Hillary Kirstan Harper Conyers, GA Christina Marie Wiggins Annapolis, MD 
Jody Todd Kaufman Hilton Head Island, SC David John Zadareky Springfield, VA 
James Michael Kring, Jr. Hampton, SC 
Psychology 
Heather Denise Brinton ____ Fredericksburg, VA Amy Elizabeth Lockman Roswell, GA 
•Laura Ann Coy Brown Atlanta, GA Tracie Rae Manwaring Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Stone Bryan Greenville, SC Nancy Barrows Nolen Charleston, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Bussey Greenville, SC Catherine Annette Parent Raleigh, NC 
David Vincent Chango Kenilworth, NJ Carol Elizabeth Pedley St. Petersburg, FL 
Lisa Elaine Chapman Winchester, VA Robyn Janelle Phillips Irmo, SC 
Stephanie Ann Chiles Burl<e, VA Lyn Hampton Purl<erson Greenville, SC 
Trevor Hadyn Davies Chatham, MA Bryan Freamon Reece Woodruff, SC 
Doel David Day, Jr. Columbia, SC Morgan Heywood Rhodes Ridgefield, CT 
Jenntter Lee Farmer Potomac, MD Michael Dean Schaper Anderson, SC 
Jennifer Lee Forthman Greenville, SC Michelle Marie Scholtz Tulsa, OK 
Danielle Audette Fulbright Greenville, SC •Tara Lynn Scribner Neenah, WI 
John James Gabrenas Rock Hill, SC ·Terri Ann Sencabaugh Plymouth, NH 
Allison Lee Gerson Atlanta, GA Christine E. Skok Sparta, NJ 
•earl Ansel Hughes Ill Hartsville, SC Kathryn Vaile Stafford Glendale, WI 
Kimberly Gail Hyfantis Seymour, TN •Mary Keenan Stephenson Greenville, SC 
Lisa Gayle Jackson Kingsport, TN Julie Anne Stiles Parsippany, NJ 
Marl< Heyward Johnson Sumter, SC Susan Leigh Thomas Springfield, VA 
•sarah Lisa Johnson Atlanta, GA Roschen Marie Underwood __ San Juan, Puerto Rico 
William Travis Kirby Yorl<town, VA Scott Andrew Wellnitz High Point , NC 
Kristen Lee Kramer Whitehouse Station, NJ Kristen White Clemson, SC 
•Todd Warren Little Knoxville, TN 
Socio logy 
Kari Dee Aregood ~------~~Denver, CO Daniel Kelleher Collins~------~·Juptter, FL 
Alice Beck Bamford Winter Haven, FL Christopher T. Copeland Rock Hill, SC 
Kristen Patricia Biestman Atlanta, GA Jennifer Laine Coyle Gaffney, SC 
Todd McAllester Binnix Annapolis, MD Kevin Watson Crocker Easley, SC 
Tonya Annette Bright Columbia, SC William Micheal Forbus Fountain Inn, SC 
Shana Christene Cloer Pickens, SC Traci Heritage Isle of Palms, SC 
Soclology (continued) 
Kecia Renee Johnson _______ Savannah, GA 
'Dana Katherine Kressierer Aurora, OH 
Phillip Lee Lindler Lexington, SC 
Laurel Ashley Schall Summerville, SC 
Catherine Elizabeth Shealy ____ Springfield, VA 
"Patricia Lynn Sias Clemson, SC 
Cristin Ann Signom Knoxville, TN 
Kim Alison Szentesi Hickory, NC 
John Peter Schultz Hilton Head Island, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Economics and Political Science 
Kelly Clarice Eargle Piedmont, SC 
English and French 
t"'Kirk Allen Hazen Troy, Ml 
English and History 
'Kara Gwen Kunkel Lexington, KY 
English and Political Science 
Marcella Alice Hale _______ Charleston, SC David Thomas Pitts _________ Dalton, GA 
Garth Warner Huston Mclean, VA 
English and Secondary Education 
'Barbara Helen Pritchard Miami, FL 
French and Polltlcal Science 
'Catherine Wessinger Nettles __ Rock Hill, SC 
History and Polltlcal Science 
'Patrick Lee Burns _________ Marietta, GA Shawn Timothy Small _____ Winston-Salem, NC 
History and Psychology 
Margaret Elizabeth Fore Latta, SC 
Physics and Political Science 
t"James Frederick Ellison, Jr._ Brunswick, GA 
Psychology and Soclology 
'Carrie Jean Swaim Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Paul Kurt Albert~-------~~ Detro~. Ml 'Michelle Anne McAdoo ____ Deerlield Beach, FL 
'Kimberly Sue Andersen Delray Beach, FL Kimberly Ann Mccurry Abbeville, SC 
'Patricia L. Young Anderson Anderson, SC Daniel Christopher Montroy Greenville, SC 
Lora Lynette Ballenger Walhalla, SC Mary Clarene Moore Simpsonville, SC 
Tara Lynn Barr Newberry, SC Margaret Mary Nee Milton, MA 
t"Seleta Marie Beard Anderson, SC Amy Ann Ogg Dayton, OH 
Caroline Eve Bowen Rocky Bottom, SC 'Paige Michelle Owen Newberry, SC 
Catherine Huie! Brooks Anderson, SC Ruthe Olga Paul Ha~i 
Carol Ann Feemster York, SC Deana Ann Poole Greer, SC 
Sabrina Lynne Helms Fort Mill, SC Latrice Arnette Rogers Hartsville, SC 
'Dana Patrice Herring Anderson, SC Lisa Christine Sauls Charleston, SC 
Staci June Heyden Amherst, NH Krista Suzanne Shuman Pickens, SC 
Carla Sue Hutchins Gastonia, NC Krista Behrens Stenger Myrtle Beach, SC 
Sylvia Wisdom Kenney Washington, DC "Teri Carol Stewart Owasso, OK 
Kimberly Nichole Kimbrel Richmond, VA Elizabeth Threatt Stokes Easley, SC 
Stacey Suzette Kirk Anderson, SC •Jennifer Catherine Thompson Roswell, GA 
Dawn Michelle Ledford Decatur, GA Alice Renee Tilton Florence, SC 
Christy Suzanne Lindler Lexington, SC Teresa Anne Whaley Taylors, SC 
Lee Megan Machrowicz Mclean, VA Jane Powell Yates Norris, SC 
Karen Leigh Maus Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Susan lvone Arzabe _ ______ Centerville, OH Christopher Ketth Parris _ ___ Boiling Springs, SC 
Kim Lanette Brown Columbia, SC Jamie Alan Ramsay Clemson, SC 
Kimberly Sutton Mason Hartsville, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Audrey Poe-,_,.--=--,,,,-- ---- - Princeton, NJ \Joy Aledia Williams ______ Travelers Rest, SC 
Aimee Elizabeth Smith Aiken, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Chemistry and English 
.. Jaye Angela Burns Easley, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
•Elizabeth Erin Anton ____ Hilton Head Island, SC Henry Martyn Lemon -.,.------ Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Cynthia Cooper Glennon Greenville, SC t .. •Todd Eugene Lewis Little River, SC 
t'Stephen Paul Holly Birmingham, AL •Julianne McKinney Greenville, SC 
•Kitty Elaine Hughes Greenwood, SC Derek Paul Pendarvis Spartanburg, SC 
••James David Joseph St. Louis, MO Luke Smith White Spartanburg, SC 
Biological 
Joan Lee Batchelor--,--- -----,,,...-- Greer, SC 
•Darcy Michelle Beede Fayetteville, GA 
David Lee Blanton, Jr. Fort Mill, SC 
Edward Henry Booker, Jr. Walhalla, SC 
Nina M. Chitty Summerville, SC 
t• .. christy Lynn Cone Batesburg, SC 
Christi Lynne Crabtree Seneca, SC 
.. David Andrew Crain Moore, SC 
•Gregory Earle Cromer Seneca, SC 
t• .. Reuben Ratterree Goforth Easley, SC 
Joseph Munroe Kirven Sumter, SC 
Jason Murphy Laird Columbia, SC 
t .. Paige Farnsworth Langdon Potomac, MD 
.. Sonjoy Raja Laskar Clemson, SC 
Sciences 
Vicki Marie McMillan -,-,_ ______ Bamberg, SC 
Charles Stoll Mustard, Jr. Irmo, SC 
·susan Dorothy Nickerson Louisville, CO 
t•Kevin Glen Norwood Florence, SC 
•Hope Allison Page Lexington, SC 
Jennifer Anne Peters Brownsville, PA 
Lisa Dawn Pietrocini Philadelphia, PA 
Brian Alexander Pugh Chapin, SC 
Kevin Joseph Robinson Greenville, SC 
t .. David George Smith Warner Robins, GA 
William Holcombe Smtth Greenville, SC 
Denton Slaughter Ussery, Jr. Blackville, SC 
Leigh Ann Williams Greenwood, SC 
Chemistry 
Joanne Yvonne Edwards _____ Georgetown, SC Ashley Paige Scott ------~Greenville, SC 
Susan Michelle Edwards Gaffney, SC •Julie Ann Stinecipher Chattanooga, TN 
t• .. cory Nathan Hammond Norcross, GA John Wilder Uhl Columbia, SC 
Charles Glenn Jennings, Jr. Greenville, SC Karen Elizabeth Walters Columbia, SC 
Christy Lynn Marshall Irmo, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Steven Charles Helderman _ __ Newport News, VA Scott Gerard Ruzycki _______ Palm Harbor, FL 
Denise Harriett Jones Charleston, SC t .. Stephanie Anne Satter Reading, PA 
•Laura Maree Maloney Lyman, SC Lisa Darlene Scott Anderson, SC 
Steven Ray Meller Chattanooga, TN Daryl Marll Tutton Newtown Square, PA 
Patricia Louise Posey North Augusta, SC 
Computer Science 
Robert Edward Arnold, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Julie Ann Barca Arlington, VA 
.. Douglas Lamar Mosemann. _____ Oakton, VA 
t .. •0onald William Mowbray Ill Derwood, MD 
•Tommyette Arlisa Davis Charlotte, NC Clinton Musgrove Charleston, SC 
Kelly Rae Funderburll Lancaster, SC •Michael Soot! Ryan Charleston, SC 
t• .. Robert Kenneth Gjertsen, Jr. ___ Columbia, SC Michael Eugene Springfield Easley, SC 
... Kenneth Neal Haigh Cherry Hill, NJ David Byron Tollison Greenville, SC 
Christopher Eugene Haney Ridgeway, SC Dorothy Joyce Villanueva Ladson, SC 
Peter Alan Lucic Raleigh, NC Alicia Ann Wilson Yorll, SC 
Patrick Daniel McNeill Fairfax, VA •George Raymond Wilson Prospect, KY 
Mathematical Sciences 
Rachel Inez Barnes _ ___ _ ___ Temple, TX Julie Karen Davis _ ________ Rock Hill, SC 
t•Donna Patricia Blakeney Pageland, SC •Holly Anne Deal Spartanburg, SC 
t• Jeffrey Victor Butera Nokomis, FL •Amy Jean Fletcher Andover, MA 
Andrea Lynne Cotton Virginia Beach, VA Thomas Michael Hitt Greenville, SC 
Mathematical Sciences (continued) 
Elizabeth Juanita Leary ------Charleston, SC .. Crystal l_ea Springs ________ _ Union, SC 
Gregory Lee McKenzie Isle of Palms, SC Annette Marie Stanford Mt. Pleasant, SC 
David Michael Miller Penn Hills, PA Kevin Wayne Thomas Juptter, FL 
•sara Carolyn Morton Pendleton, SC Richard Sterling Tompkins Spartanburg, SC 
Dawn Michele Pair Lilburn, GA Jeffrey Scott Willis Liberty, SC 
·christopher Scott Pate North Augusta, SC Jody Thomas Wilson Dayton, OH 
Tracy Lynn Simmons Pelzer, SC 
Microbiology 
Hayley Anderson=-:,------- Mt. Pleasant, SC ... Stefanie Lynn Hunter _____ .,..,-.Salisbury, NC 
Stephen Clifford Bellum Hartsville, SC Shirley Siu-Ling Lam Mt. Pleasant, SC 
t• .. Justin Peter Favaro Charleston, SC ... Douglas Allen Reeves, Jr. Reevesville, SC 
Amy Morrow Fine St. Petersburg, FL Wendy Marie Schmidt Columbia, SC 
.. Vonda Kay Gravely Pickens, SC t• .. Michael Trevor Shick Ninety Six, SC 
Roger Marvin Harris Ill Easley, SC Tyra LaShaye Williams Trenton, SC 
Helmut Franz Hostalka Spartanburg, SC 
Physics 
Bradley Michael LeBar ____ Rockford, IL 
•cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
.. Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3. 70 to 3.89 
... Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits of 
honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a minimum 
GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in 1he line of march wtth an honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Awards 
NORRIS MEDAL 
First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was estab-
lished under the terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. Norris, a life trustee 
of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating student, who, 
on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is 
judged by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best 
all-around student. 
All winners of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque 
mounted at the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
WINNER OF THE NORRIS MEDAL FOR 1992 
ALETHEA MIA ORFANEDES 
Greer, SC 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by 
the faculty of Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who 
has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the 
requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise 
and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for 
graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
All winners of the Faculty Scholarship Award have their names affixed to 
a bronze plaque mounted in the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 



















ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished 
achievements in classroom teaching. The faculty recipient is selected by the 
Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque 
is presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend 
of fifteen hundred dollars. 
WINNER OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD FOR 1992 
DR. LARRY L. BAUER 
HONORS MEDALLION 
Each graduate having earned Senior Departmental Honors will be wearing 
the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This 
medallion has been made possible by an Honors endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of 
her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; but circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agri-
culture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-1852) 
and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860). 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, 
and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the founding of 
the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership 
in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, 
a political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of American Foresters, 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education. 
Clemson Is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus 
and at five agricultur-al experiment stations located in the State. The University 
is also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
